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Abstract
Jan Schafer
Model-based Instrumentation of Distributed Applications

Problems such as inconsistent or erroneous instrumentation often plague applications
whose source code is manually instrumented during the implementation phase. Inte
grating performance instrumentation capabilities into the Model Driven Software De
velopment (MDSD) process would greatly assist software engineers who do not have
detailed knowledge of source code instrumentation technologies. This thesis presents
an approach that offers instrumentation support to software designers and developers.
A collection of instrumentation patterns is defined to represent typical instrumenta
tion scenarios for distributed applications. A UML profile derived from these patterns
is then used to annotate UML models. Based on suitable code generation templates,
the annotated models are transformed into instrumented source code for different in
strumentation APIs. A prototypical implementation, including an adaptation to Web
services, was demonstrated in a lab environment.

IX

Chapter 1
Introduction
The requirements of distributed applications are becoming more and more complex.
Originally, functional correctness and efficient resource usage were primary design
goals for applications. Non-functional properties such as manageability or perfor
mance characteristics became more important with the increase in the number of inter
acting applications and in their integration.
New (middleware) application frameworks supported software developers in coping
with these more complex requirements of distributed applications (e.g. IBM Web
Sphere Application Server^ JBoss Enterprise Middleware^). They eased the devel
opers’ work, but they also required additional knowledge.
Despite all technical support, developers were still responsible for translating busi
ness requirements into applications and for implementing the additional required non
functional properties. To abstract from the technology level and to enable software
users to introduce their business view into the design of the application, the Ob
ject Management Group (OMG) introduced the Model Driven Architecture (MDA)
[ObjOSb] in 1997. The main goal was to create means for describing applications,
including their business requirements, in a vendor-neutral way so that technology
changes would not be hindered by technical or financial restrictions (an effect known
as vendor/technology lock-in).
' http://www-3()6. ibm.com/soflwarc/webservcrs/appserv/wasproductline
“http://www.iboss.com/products/index

In recent years, Model Driven Software Development (MDSD) has become increas
ingly popular because several MDSD tools have reached a sufficient level of maturity.
The MDSD process consists of the definition of a Domain-specific Language (DSL)
required to describe the functionality of the application in its specific problem domain.
This DSL is used by users with knowledge of the business processes to create a formal
application model. The model is then transformed into a technical model that makes
use of the capabilities of the targeted platform. Step by step, the abstraction level
is lowered until the source code level is reached. Usually, code generators are used
to generate specific application source code (stubs) from technical models based on
transformation templates for mapping model entities to programming language enti
ties. Using this approach, source code for specific types of platforms and applications
(e.g. for reference architectures [PRR02]) can be created efficiently.
Today, several Open Source MDSD code generator frameworks (e.g. AndroMDA^, openArchitectureWaixd) are available and used in professional projects [ite]. Because of
diverse application requirements, extensions containing specific templates and UML
profiles for these frameworks are constantly being developed. So far, these exten
sions cover mainly infrastructure components (e.g. EJB, CORBA, Spring, Hibernate).
Extensions supporting mandatory application management aspects like security and
performance are still rare.
Performance is an important aspect of applications, even more so in heterogeneous
distributed systems. Performance tests in the development and testing phases. Ser
vice Level Management (SLM) during deployment, and performance validation after
modifications are all necessary tasks during the lifecycle of applications. This can
be achieved by applying Performance Instrumentation, which can be defined as the
process of adding code to an application, which then provides performance analysis
information at runtime.
An instrumentation must be integrated with the underlying application architecture,
which can become a time-consuming and difficult task if the performance aspect is
considered only towards the end of the development process. Unfortunately this oc^http://www.andromda.org
■^hUp://www.opcnarchitecturewarc.org

curs frequently even though application performance and responsiveness are major
acceptance factors for end users. Once applications are deployed or have evolved over
tim.e, there may exist immutable technical or architectural dependencies that must be
observed if monitoring eapabilities or performanee-related changes have to be imple
mented. Such dependencies can be avoided by implementing performance monitoring
capabilities as early as possible, preferably before the first pieces of source code are
written.
This thesis combines performance instrumentation with the MDA methodology by in
tegrating the performanee aspect into the model-driven software development process.
This approach enables developers to design performance monitoring capabilities into
UML application models during the design phase without detailed knowledge of the
instrumentation teehnologies that are used in the generated eode later on. Appropriate
instrumentation code is generated for the plaeed “sensors”. Thus, they deliver perfor
manee data at runtime, which can be used for application monitoring and management.
Model Driven Architecture and software instrumentation are discussed in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 analyses the software development lifecycle, identifying requirements for in
tegrating the performance aspect into the different lifecycle phases. Chapter 4 presents
the design of our approach to model-based instrumentation and a prototypical imple
mentation is then described in Chapter 5. As MDSD is typically used to create source
code for specific types of applications. Chapter 6 presents an application in the Web
serviees domain. Chapter 7 presents our conclusions.

Chapter 2
Technical Background
This chapter presents the technical background that is required for the analysis and the
design of the approach presented in this thesis. First, the Model Driven Architecture, its
required modelling specifications and the Model Driven Software Development Pro
cess are considered. Subsequently, common source code instrumentation APIs for
logging and time measurements are presented, which are suitable for integration with
MDSD code generators.

2.1
2.1.1

Model Driven Architecture
Introduction

Today’s IT landscape evolves and diversifies with increasing pace. This means that in
vestments in selected technologies can lose their value because of technological break
throughs, which require modification or even replacement of existing software plat
forms. Also, a rapidly changing business environment might introduce the need for
flexible and adaptable software. In recent years, the introduction of specific platform
frameworks for software development has partly removed the implementation work
for some domains (e.g. database systems and middlewares), but a lot of application
logic, patterns and component relationships are still only represented in code fSV06].
Thus, they have to be understood (by peers), documented and possibly transferred to
additional target platforms. In addition, the specifics of various middlewares and do4

main frameworks always lead to tight bonding with certain platforms, which limits the
portability capabilities of an application.
Increasing coupling of application logic and technical platform (platform-dependence),
together with increasing efforts to reduce costs and to enable quick application adap
tations, led to the definition of the Mode! Driven Architecture (MDA) specification
[Obj03] by the Object Management Group (OMG). MDA is the OMG’s vision for
platform-independent software development for distributed, component-oriented dis
tributed systems. MDA supports domain-specific software engineering for solving
problems in arbitrary IT domains.

Based on other OMG standards like the Uni

fied Modeling Language (UML) [ObJ08d] and XML Metadata Interchange (XMI)
[ObJ08c], MDA enforces the creation of a model describing the application. Outfitted
with extensions specific to the application domain, source code for this model is then
generated in a standardised way using transformation rules. This leads to a separation
of business and technical aspects (e.g. the underlying middleware), which allows rapid
adaptation and integration tasks. The MDA model transformation process is illustrated
in Figure 2.1.
Base Level
Platform-Independent Model (PIM)
Automated
T ransformation

Modelling
Space

Intermediate Level
Platform-Specific Model (PSM)
Automated
Transformation

Top Level
Platform-Specific Code (PSC)

Coding
Space

Figure 2.1: MDA Development Process

Platform-Independent Model: The core element of the Model Driven Architecture is
the Platform-Independent Model (PIM), which represents the platform-independent
structure and functionality of the designed application. Here, modelling is restricted
to the application domain, i.e. only necessary business logic and relationships between
components are described. The main goal is to create computational complete mod
els, which can be instantly transformed by automated code generators. Typically, a

PIM is defined using the widely accepted modelling language UML. However, other
modelling languages can be used as well. The main prerequisite for using UML is
that a UML extension describing the application domain - a so-called UML Profile or
complete metamodel - exists. Thus, a metamodel is also called abstract syntax.
Platform-Specific Model: The Platform-Specific Model (PSM) is created ideally
by transforming the PIM automatically.

During the transformation, the platform-

independent model is tied to a specific platform (e.g. a middleware like CORBA, J2EE
or Web services). This requires the transformer to be outfitted with platform-specific
knowledge. Each target platform has its own transformation rules. The OMG did not
standardise the transformation process. Should the transformer not be able to create a
complete representation of the model in code, additional manual extensions have to be
written by the developer. Of course, this should be avoided.
Platform-Specific Code: The final step is the generation of Platform-Specific Code
(PSC) for the target platform. The source code is generated from the PSM. Like the
PlM-to-PSM transformation, the PSM-to-PSC transformation process is not standard
ised. Also, depending on the completeness and quality of the PSM, the developer may
have to manually extend or modify the generated code. It is relatively simple to gen
erate the structural elements of the application (i.e. class and method stubs, attributes
and associations between elements). The generation of application behaviour requires
a much more thorough modelling effort at the PIM/PSM level.
The use of MDA ensures:

• Portability, increasing component reuse, and cost and complexity reduction for
software development and management.
• Platform Interoperability, guaranteeing that standards based on multiple imple
mentation technologies all implement identical business functions.
• Platform Independence, greatly reducing the time, cost and complexity associ
ated with adapting applications to different platforms.
• Domain Specificity, through domain-specific models that enable rapid imple
mentation of new, industry-specihe applications over diverse platforms.

• Productivity, by allowing developers, designers and system administrators to use
languages and concepts they are experienced with.
Platform-independent modelling guarantees reusability of the designed application
models. This also leads to a stable value for the developed design, which does not
become obsolete with technology changes. If a platform revision has to be applied,
only the transformation rules (i.e., the transformation tool) need to be adapted.

2.1.2

Specification Dependencies

The MDA specification has been created using the same model-oriented and platformindependent approach it defines. It uses several layers of (meta-)models based on UML
and OMG’s Meta Object Facility (MOF) [ObJOSaj.
Several modelling languages were under development by the early 1990s. The OMG
recognised the need for standardisation in this area and created UML by unifying sev
eral approaches. The goal of the standard is still to provide a unified object-oriented
modelling language. UML is currently available in version 2.1. Since UML 2.0, the
standard is divided into two parts: The infrastructure describing basic language con
structs (e.g. data types) and the superstructure describing end user language features
(e.g. classes and associations). Using the different abstraction layers MOF provides,
UML can be described using a layered hierarchy of models and metamodels:
• M3 (Meta-Metamodel Layer): The meta-metamodel defines a collection of el
ements for describing metamodels, e.g. MOF Class, MOF Attribute and

MOF Association.
• M2 (Metamodel Layer): The metamodel consists of instances of M3 and de
fines types of elements in Ml, e.g. UML Class, UML Attribute and UML

Association.
• Ml (Model Layer): The model describes the application design using instances
of M2, e.g. Class ' Customer' and Class 'Supplier'.
• MO (Information Layer): The application at runtime contains instances of M!,
e.g. Customer 'Buyers Inc,' and Supplier 'Creators Inc.'
7

UML is a generic modelling language that is not limited to specific domains or tech
nologies. It only defines universal model elements that are required for defining models
(like classes and associations). UML defines several extension mechanisms to sat
isfy the specific requirements of a problem domain or technology. For MDA, these
mechanisms are required to adapt UML models to specific domains and to outfit trans
formers (code generators) with semantic information, which is a basic requirement for
automated model transformation.
Profile

«Stereotype»
Tagged Values
(Attributes)

Constraints

Figure 2.2: UML Profile Layout

Profiles (see Figure 2.2) represent a collection of UML extensions {Constraints,
Ta^}>e(l Values and Stereotypes) that are defined in the context of a specific applica
tion. A profile is also called a virtual metamodel. The use of profiles has its limits.
The structure of a metamodel cannot be altered. Models can only be adapted to a
specific context. However, the semantics of the elements defined in the profile must
comply with the metamodel to be adapted. All extensions add to the semantics of the
existing UML metamodel elements. The OMG specifies several profiles for adopting
UML models to certain application domains [Obj07a].
Stereotypes can be used to extend UML elements. Metamodel elements (see M2) re
ceive a new (i.e., additional) meaning when a stereotype is applied to them. This is also
called virtual subclassing of UML metamodel classes. Stereotypes allow designers to
describe the requirements of a specific application domain or technology using UML.
In a UML model, stereotypes are marked using two opening and closing square brack
ets each. For example, a UML class called Calculator might be declared a Web
service by applying the «Web Service» stereotype. Stereotypes are especially im
portant if UML models have to be processable by transformers. The use of stereotypes
allows code generators to generate source code for different platforms.

8

Ta^^ed Values (also called Attributes) consisting of {name=value} pairs can be used
to extend UML elements with additional properties. The tag’s name is a String, its
value can be either a simple data type (e.g. Integer, String or Boolean), or a
reference to any other UML model element. UML already contains a set of prede
fined tagged values. For example, the UML element Class has a tagged value called

isAbstract, which decides whether the class can be instantiated or not. Tagged
values are not interpreted as part of the UML specification. They have to be processed
by tools like code generators. Tagged values are often used to define additional prop
erties for stereotyped UML elements. In this case, each stereotyped element also gains
these attributes.
Constraints can be used to extend UML elements with logical predicates that limit
their semantic range of variation. Constraints can be attached to any UML element,
including stereotypes. The formulation of constraints is not specified. They can be
dehned using either a human-readable, machine-readable or formal language. The last
option must be used if the constraints are to be processed by tools. An example of
a formal language is the Object Constraint Language (OCL) fObjOTb]. Constraints
attached to a stereotype must be observed by all stereotyped UML elements.
The UML profile mechanism has been specifically defined to provide a lightweight ex
tension mechanism to the UML standard. In UML 1.1, stereotypes and tagged values
were used as string-based extensions that could be attached to UML model elements
in a flexible way. In subsequent revisions of UML, the notion of a profile was de
fined in order to provide more structure and precision to the definition of stereotypes
and tagged values. This has been carried further in UML 2.0 by defining it as a spe
cific metamodelling technique. Stereotypes are specific metaclasses, tagged values are
standard meta attributes and profiles are specific kinds of packages. OMG’s MOF, on
the other hand, enables modifications in the semantics of UML metamodels. It is pos
sible to add, remove or change any metamodel element. Even associations between
elements can be edited. This is the reason that MOF is called a heavyweight extension.

2.1.3

Model Driven Software Development

The influence of MDA methodology to the software development process lead to the
definition of the term Model Driven Software Development. [SV06] defines MDSD as
follows:
MDSD is about using domain-specific languages to create models that
express application structure or behaviour in an efficient and domainspecific way. These models are subsequently transformed into executable
code by a sequence of model transformations.
Unlike in traditional software development, the application’s logic is not formulated
in a Third Generation Language (3GL) programming language but in models. These
models must be expressive enough to describe the functionality in great detail. This can
only be achieved if the model elements contain semantics that imply a certain runtime
behaviour. A “general purpose” modelling language is not possible as it would either
be too complex or its elements too problem-specific that it closely resembles a 3GL.
The definition of a new modelling language only pays off if this new language can
describe the problem domain more concisely than any 3GL as is the case in Domain
Specific Languages (DSL). Often applications require more than on DSL to support
the modelling of different aspects of a domain. Since the different models and their
respective aspects (DSLs) may be addressed together during model transformation, the
DSLs require a common metamodel.
In version 2.0 of the UML specification, the OMG recommends using UML profiles
to dehne DSLs (with UML as their metamodel). A benefit of this approach is that
the semantics of UML-based DSLs can be defined in more detail by including OCLs
into the prohle. OMG’s Systems Modelling Language [ObJ07c] is an example of a
UML-based, domain-specific graphical modelling language. It is used for specifying,
analysing, designing, and verifying complex systems that may include hardware, soft
ware, information, personnel, procedures and facilities. In particular, the language
provides graphical representations with a semantic foundation for modelling system
requirements, behaviour, structure and integration with a broad range of engineering
analysis fPiv07].
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To gain executable software, the application models must be transformed into appli
cation code using a code generator with DSL-specihe transformation rules (e.g. the
proprietary OHvanova^ tools, or the Open Source code generation frameworks openArchitectureWare and AndroMDA). The DSL and transformation rules must be defined
before the domain-specific application models can be developed. In MDSD, one does
not only develop software but “software factories”, an infrastructure for developing
software. Often MDSD is used to generate the source code framework and any related
conhguration for an application, which then is complemented by 3GL code because of
the complexity of today’s (enterprise) applications.
With the increasing popularity of Open Source software, more and more frameworks
that support the implementation of common application types have been developed by
international communities (e.g. middleware frameworks like Apache Axis^ or database
frameworks like Hibernate^). These frameworks can be integrated with MDSD as they
offer APIs that can be addressed in the MDSD code generation process.
The MDSD platform displayed in Figure 2.3 exemplifies how the business logic and
the required domain-specific types typically are independent from the application’s
technical platform. This allows to design the application layer independently from
technical aspects and constraints. The actual integration with the technical layer can
be accomplished using subsequent model transformations.
Applications
Domain Platform
(Core Entities and
Value types, Business
Rules and Services)

Technical Platform (Middleware)
(Persistence, Transactions, Distribution,
Scheduling, Hardware Access)

Programming Language
Operating System

Figure 2.3: Typical MDSD Platform [V05]

The MDSD approach offers several advantages. Once a DSL and transformation rules
have been defined, the development efficiency increases as recurring source code frag' hltp://www.sosyinc.com
^hup://ws.apachc.org/axis
hutp://www.hibcrnalc.org

ments can be generated automatieally rather than manually adapted. More importantly,
the definition of a DSL enables an integration of domain experts into the software de
velopment process and a more direct coupling between the applieation’s architecture
and implementation. The new applieation ean also be modihed and ported to new plat
forms more easily by simply changing or adapting the transformations. This flexibility
allows the gradual introduction of MDSD into the development proeess. It does not
require a renuneiation from existing proeesses. Instead, it allows a slow transition and
eontinued integration.
Although eode generation is a popular aspect of MDSD in application development,
it is not mandatory for MDSD. The enriehed applieation models ean also be used for
Mode! Checking [GMBOS] to formally verify the correctness or proof eertain system
properties of designed applieations. Model ehecking ean be used to inerease the quality
of the applieation. A model checker is a tool that automatically compares two descrip
tions of a system’s behaviour (models), of which one is considered as the requirement
and one as the aetual design. If the cheeker eneounters an error state, it returns a eounterexample describing the path taken to reach the erroneous state. Model cheeking has
a major drawback, known as the State Space Explosion Problem ldMGMP021. Dur
ing the analysis of exeeutable models, a eheeker systematieally explores all possible
execution paths to verify the validity of model properties. Thus, the state spaee ean
become very big easily. In addition, runtime interference introdueed by environmen
tal side-effeets (e.g. by the operating system, the network or eoneurrently executed
applieations) cannot be tested in models, beeause such interference depends on the
behaviour of the applieation’s actual implementation at runtime.

2.2

Software Instrumentation

This seetion presents two widely aceepted source eode instrumentation APIs for log
ging and time measurements: the Apache log4j and Open Group Application Response
Measurement APIs.
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2.2.1

Introduction

Several methods and tools for application performance monitoring have been devel
oped. Some of them only observe and analyse the logging output of software, others
require code changes. Application instrumentation can be done either by inserting
monitoring statements into source code (called source code instrumentation) or by in
serting instrumentation code into binary code (called binary instrumentatioid). Source
code instrumentation represents the most flexible approach because it allows a very
fine-grained analysis of software with flexible selectable measurement points. How
ever, this process is also time-consuming (thus expensive) and introduces additional
complexity to the application that must be maintained in the future. It is possible
to simplify the middleware instrumentation process by using the Message Handler
[Pul07] (a.k.a. Interceptor [ObjOl]) framework if available. Here, the instrumentation
code is encapsulated in a pluggable component which can be loaded into the appli
cation via configuration. This approach requires no code modifications, but it is not
as fine-grained as manual instrumentation and introduces performance-related over
head from using the handler mechanism. Also, existing approaches in this area require
customisation for each middleware framework (e.g. to CORBA {DSK021 and Web ser
vices [SchOb]).
But it is not only the approaches to instrumentation that can differ. Depending on the
API or instrumentation approach applied, the output expected from the instrumented
applications can also differ. If logging techniques have been used to instrument an
application, the developer expects to gain runtime state information from the appli
cation. On the other hand, if timing techniques were used, the developer expects to
gain measurement results of important self-defined work units within the application.
These results can be mandatory, as for Service Level Management (SLM) [SMJOO],
which covers the management of services according to Quality of Service (QoS) char
acteristics that have been defined by Service Provider and Service Consumer. SLM
is becoming increasingly important in the context of today’s outsourcing trend. Here,
SLM offers a controlling mechanism for both provider and consumer with possibly
high penalties in case of a breach of a Service Level Agreement (SLA). Thus, reliable
■*http://iral.s()urceforgc.net
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means of monitoring the performanee of the (distributed) application must be available
to both sides.

2.2.2

The Apache Log4j API

2.2.2.1

Overview

L()g4f' is an open source project hosted by the Apache Software Foundation (ASF). It
allows developers to control the amount of log output of an application with arbitrary
granularity. Log4j is special as it can be configured at runtime, which can be used
for on demand logging (e.g. for debugging purposes). Log4j originated from the EUfinanced SEMPER project [ACT], which started in 1996. Ceki Giilcii continued the
development at IBM Zurich Research Laboratory, before the project was handed over
to the Apache Software Foundation (ASE) as an Open Source project. At Apache,
log4j is part of the Logging Service.f^ top level project.
Large applications typically come with logging capabilities that support typical tasks
like quick debugging and diagnosing. In the past, applications relied on proprietary
logging approaches which offered limited configuration options. In addition, each ap
plication must be specifically monitored by their administrators, thus introducing addi
tional work to the monitored application. The log4j project decided to create a unified
\ogg\ng Application Programming Interface (API) to counter this problem. Since then,
log4j has been ported to most popular programming languages. Often the ports are
hosted by Apache (e.g. log4cxx^, log4net^ and log4php^), but even independent ports
use the ”log4” prefix to mark their intention (e.g. log4perl‘^ and log4r").
Since logging usually is a non-functional concern in the software development process,
the log4j API strives to be easy to learn and to use. This, in conjunction with its broad
capabilities, contributed to its constant popularity. The log4* packages represent the
^http;//loggi ng.apache.org/U)g4j
^hUp;//loggi ng.apache.org
^hUp://logging.apachc.org/log4cxx
^hUp://logging.apache.org/log4nel
‘^hUp://logging.apache.org/log4php
'*’hUp://log4perl.soureeforge.net
'' hUp://log4r.soureeforge.net
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most popular unified logging solutions today, especially in the Open Source and Java
communities.
A common approach to application debugging consists of inserting logging statements
into the source code. During development, console logging is often the first and quick
est approach taken to monitor application behaviour. In addition, traditional debuggers
cannot be applied to multithreaded and distributed environments. Logging offers run
time context information and supports developers and users during implementation,
testing and deployment. In contrast to debugger run results, logging output can be
gathered automatically, stored persistently and processed by management tools. How
ever, logging statements have to be carefully placed, because excessive use of logging
can slow down an application and lead to an excessive supply of collected data that
complicates the evaluation.

2.1.2.2

Architecture

Log4) consists of the main components loggers, appeuciers, layouts and their config
uration. The biggest advantage of log4j over console logging is its configurability. It
allows logging to be enabled and disabled for selected components of an application,
even at runtime. For this to work, different loggers must be defined for the components
(e.g. one Logger per class or package). Loggers are named entities and the logging
configuration indicates which logging output is currently enabled. In addition, logging
statements can have one of the following log levels, which can be used as logging
thresholds in configuration and source code: trace, debug, info, warn, error
and fatal. The severity of the log levels increases from first to last. This allows
configuring scenarios like ’'Only enable logging in my application if the severity’ of
the called logging statement is higher than warn.”. To accomplish this, the logging
class Logger provides printing methods for each level. An example of log4j usage is
shown in Listing 2.1.
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I

// Create a logger instance.
Logger logger = Logger.getLogger{"MyClass") ;
// Only call the logger if its configured logger's level

■i

// is at least

'info'. This saves time if the disabled
// logging statements are complex.

7

if

{logger.isInfoEnabled{))

{

logger.info("This is interesting I") ;
^

II

]

// Logging statement for severe failure, e.g.\ inside a

// catch block.
1.7

logger . fatal ( "This is serious!");

Listing 2.1: Log4j Statement Example
The log4j configuration of an application or project can either be stored in a configu
ration file, or the loggers can be configured programmatically (see [G02J for details on
programmatic configuration). Both ways support dynamic configuration that allows
runtime modifications to the logging behaviour. It is also possible to define named
hierarchies of loggers and appenders. Logger hierarchies are defined using the Java
point notation. A logger is the predecessor of another logger if its name with an at
tached point is a prefix of the name of the other logger. For example, a logger named

MyPackage is a predecessor of a logger named MyPackage .MyClass (see Fig
ure 2.4).
Root Logger

'X

>

MyOtherPackage

MyPackage

A
MyClass

MyOtherClass

Figure 2.4: Log4j Logger Hierarchy Example

Descendants inherit the log level from their predecessor if they are not configured
otherwise. Log4j always requires a Root Logger, whose log level must be config
ured. Listing 2.2 displays a log4J configuration example where the log level for class

MyClass is set to warn severity. The reason for this is that the example contains a
configuration for MyPackage (line 5), which is the predecessor of MyClass. For all

other loggers, the rootLogger configuration sets the default log level to info (line
2).

I

# Set root logger log level to INFO, add TERM appender.
log4j.rootLogger=INFO, TERM

3

5
7

# Confine log level in MyClass to WARN
log4j.logger.MyPackage=WARN
# TERM is set to be a ConsoleAppender (standard output).
log4j.appender.TERM=org.apache.log4j.ConsoleAppender

9

11

# TERM uses PatternLayout.
log4j.appender.TERM.layout=org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout
log4j.appender.TERM.layout.ConversionPattern=%p %t %c - %m %n

Listing 2.2: Log4j Configuration Example
The example also contains a console appender configuration (line 8). Each logger
needs at least one appender as destination for the logging output. A logger can have
multiple appenders with different log levels. For example, a logger can be configured
to log verbosely into a database and to write warnings and fatal errors to the console.
It is possible to conhgure not only the output destination but also the output format by
choosing a new layout for an appender. Either one of the predehned layouts can be cho
sen or a new one can be defined using context information from the logger (e.g. class
name, method name, time, process ID, ...). An example layout is shown in Listing 2.3.
Like log levels, the appender configuration is handed down the logger hierarchy. This
feature is called Additive Appenders and means that loggers always write their log
output to their predecessors’ appenders as well. This can be avoided by explicitly
disabling this feature for each logger (logger . setAddit ivity (false) ).

2
4

// The conversion pattern...
%r [%t] %-5p %c - %m%n
// ...leads to the following output
144 [main] FATAL MyPackage.MyClass - This is serious!

Listing 2.3: Log4j Layout Example
Table 2.1 lists some of the available pattern layout options and explains the format of
the logging output in Listing 2.3. In general, it is recommended not to use pattern
layouts that are too complex as they slow down logging.
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Character
%c{n}

Description
The fully qualified logger name of the caller. If n is given, only
the last n elements of the name (separated by a ”.”) are displayed.

%C{n}

The fully qualified class name of the caller. If n is given, only the
last n elements of the name (separated by a ”.”) are displayed.

%d

Date and time of the log event. The output can be configured
identically to SimpleDateFormat [Sim06] in the Java De
velopment Kit (JDK) 6 [JDK08].

%m

The log message.

%n

A system-dependent line break (usually at the end of each log
entry).

%p

The log level of the log event.

%r

The elapsed time (in milliseconds) since application start.

%t

The name of the thread that generated the log event. In singlethreaded applications the name is always ’’main”.
Table 2.1: Log4j Pattern Layout

2.2.3

The Application Response Measurement API

2.2.3.1

Overview

Application Response Measurement (ARM) [Ope07] is an Open Group standard for
performance measurements in distributed applications. ARM provides an API for
instrumenting applications at the source code level. Response Times are execution
time measurements of work units termed ARM Transactions within distributed appli
cations. An ARM transaction is defined by two ARM API invocations, start () and
stop (), embedded in the application’s source code. The standard allows the cor

relation of semantically related measurements, even across host boundaries. For this
purpose ARM defines ARM Correlators, which are unique tokens assigned to each
ARM transaction.

ARM enables tight integration of applications with enterprise management systems.
This creates a comprehensive end-to-end monitoring capability, including measuring
application performance, availability, usage and end-to-end transaction response times.
To effect this integration, developers must add ARM calls to their application source
code, which are then processed by an ARM Library during application execution. The
library feeds the collected data to an ARM Agent, which either stores it for later pro
cessing (e.g. in a database) or forwards it to a management system. A management
console or application may extract relevant transactions, correlate their response times
and conclude with further actions. This interaction is displayed in Figure 2.5.
Instrumented
Application

Covered by
ARM Standard

ARM
Agent

^ Management
System

I

I

t
DB

Figure 2.5: Using ARM for Application Management

ARM 1.0 was defined by Tivoli and HP and released in 1996. It allowed the measure
ment of the response time and status of transactions. ARM 1.0 interfaces are available
only in C. ARM 2.0 was developed by the ARM Working Group in 1997. It was
approved as a technical standard of The Open Group in 1998. ARM 2.0 supports cor
relating parent and child transactions and collecting additional user-defined data. Like
ARM 1.0, only C interfaces are available. ARM 3.0 was published in 2001. It extends
the ARM 2.0 standard and includes some additional capabilities but is available only
in a Java binding. ARM 4.0 was defined by members of The Open Group, namely
IBM, HP and tang-IT, and released in 2004. With version 4.0, the C and Java versions
of ARM provide equivalent functionality for the first time. ARM 4.0 adds new fea
tures such as a more flexible and clarified description of single transactions, binding
of transactions to threads, indication of the amount of time a transaction is blocked
waiting for an external event, more accurate time measurement and a mechanism for

applications to register a callback that is called when an error occurs. In addition,
ARM 4.0 supports asynchronous reporting of transaction information. In this case,
the instrumented application itself executes the measurements and merely reports the
timings to an ARM agent.
ARM 1.0 and 2.0 are fully compatible, which means that an application instrumented
with version 1.0 can link to an ARM implementation for version 2.0 and vice versa.
ARM 3.0 and 4.0 are incompatible with both of them. However, management agents
typically support multiple implementations of ARM, which allows for an easier transi
tion to the latest ARM version for extensive systems that have been instrumented with
different versions of ARM.
Introducing ARM measurement technology into an application development and pro
duction cycle is often contrasted with using pre-existing ad-hoc or even elaborate cus
tom measurement approaches using processor or operating system timers. The low
overhead of a simplistic approach can hardly be achieved with an ARM implemen
tation, the latter requiring at least one call into a shared library function including
internal processing within the ARM library. On the other hand, a customised mea
surement solution is bound to evolve with the growing requirements of a complex
distributed application, both regarding measurement data collection and back-end pro
cessing and analysis. The interchangeability of ARM shared library implementations
(i.e. of measurement processing and analysis facilities) means that overhead incurred
through ARM can be adapted. Basic response time measurements can actually be per
formed by instantiating a set of two ARM classes for set-up purposes and another two
for performing the measurements.
Developers instrumenting an application using ARM are further encouraged to reduce
the ARM related overhead by using features that were introduced with ARM 4.1. An
Instrumentation Control Interface was specified assuming that the least overhead is
generated by not performing ARM calls at all. It can be queried by the application
instrumentation code for granularity levels that should be applied when performing
ARM API calls (e.g., at the lowest level, the application can decide to avoid ARM
measurement calls completely). Driven by the requirements of the use case domain of
middleware instrumentation, the notions of Asynchronous Flows and Message Events
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will be introduced in ARM 4.1 to support the instrumentation of asynchronous and
message-based communication.

2.2.3.2

Concepts

Semantically, an instrumented application is modelled using ARMAppl icat ion and
ARMTransact ion objects representing the running application instance and units of
work performed by the application respectively. ARM measurement data maps to the
corresponding instrumented source code locations containing start () and stop ()
calls on the transaction object. These calls are the basic building blocks of ARM
response time measurements. Because of this nature of paired start ()

/ stop ()

calls on a common transaction object, a response time value as defined in the ARM 4.0
API can only express the time span referenced by two instrumentation points located
in the same application instance and thus on the same host.
To expose the mapping of instrumentation points, ARMAppl icat ion and ARM
Transact ion objects arc meta-typed by ARM Definitions that must be announced
by the instrumented application using corresponding ARMApplicationDef inition and ARMTransactionDefinition objects (sec Figure 2.6). At a mini
mum, an ARM type is tagged with an application-defined simple name. Although
thorough typing is not enforced down to the programming language level, ARM pro
vides its own rich set of type levels and facets to model the instrumentation point
space. The ARM API offers extensions for adding additional information to measure
ment data. These properties consist of Identity Properties/Context Properties pairs.
New identity properties have to be defined before they can be used by ARM transac
tions. They cannot be changed dynamically at runtime. This capability is reserved for
context properties. Together, these name/value pairs allow the addition of context in
formation - for example an important IP address (’’Client IP = 192.168.0.1”)
- to ARM transactions.
ARM uses a bootstrapping approach which allows switching between different ARM
implementations without modifying the instrumentation code. When using the Java
binding, three factories cover the creation of all ARM objects. First, the names of
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Figure 2.6: ARM Application and Transaction Meta Types
the factory classes must be specified (as Java system properties). Then, the facto
ries are instantiated by the class loader at runtime. When using the C binding, the
ARM implementation offers a shared library that can be linked dynamically at run
time. Through this factory mechanism the instrumented application code is bound
only to the ARM API interface definitions; no dependencies to actual ARM imple
mentations have to be created. The implementation of the ARM interfaces is provided
in a vendor-specific ARM lihrafy. The ARM library collects status, response time and
- optionally - additional measurement quantities associated with the transaction. The
data is then forwarded to an ARM a^eut to further process, aggregate and store the
results. For simplicity, ARM library and agent components can be regarded as a single
entity (as in Figure 2.7).
Together with the agent, the instrumented application may also provide information to
correlate parent and child transactions. Correlators can be supplied when creating a
nested transaction for relating it to the enclosing transaction. For example, a transac
tion that is invoked on a client may drive transactions on an application server, which in
turn drives other transactions on other application and/or database servers. This allows
the construction of a call hierarchy that illustrates which transactions are nested into
or dependent on others in subsequent transactions. Transferring correlators between
application components, however, is the task of the application developer. For this, the
ARM API provides a byte array representation for correlators which can be serialised
using application-specific mechanisms that are appropriate for the instrumentation sce
nario at hand.
As an example, the system in Figure 2.7 illustrates the following transaction hierarchy:
the ARM transactions on server B and C use the correlator received from server A,
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whose ARM transaction uses the correlator received from the client. Based on the
measurement data collected and the transaction dependencies contained within, the
m.anagement system is now able to reconstruct the application model.
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Figure 2.7: Using ARM for Transaction Correlation

2.2.3.3

Data Models

The ARM standard contains two different data models. One uses the ArmTransaction interface; the other uses the ArmTranReport interface. The former interface

is used for ARM transactions, which are started and stopped by the same network
node, whereas the latter is used for ARM transactions, which are started and stopped
on different nodes. In this case, the stopping node reports the result of the transaction.
Of course, a scenario like this can only provide meaningful data if the cooperating
nodes use synchronised clocks.
Both data models support the augmentation of ARM correlation data with additional
metadata - called Metrics - about applications and transactions. Four interfaces are re
quired to implement the ARM transaction data model: ArmAppl icat ionDef ini 23

tion, ArmTransactionDefinition, ArmApplication and ArmTransaction. All other interfaces are extensions offering additional measurement options.

• AnnApplicationDefinition contains metadata about a type of ARM application
and represents the ARM root object.
• ArmTransactionDefinition contains metadata about a type of ARM transaction.
Each ARM application can contain an arbitrary number of transactions and def
initions.
• ArmAppliccition represents an ARM application instance. Usually there is only
one instance per ARM application definition, but there could be an arbitrary
number of instances.
• ArmTransactiou represents an ARM transaction instance. A transaction is any
unit of work that has a clearly understood beginning and ending point, with no
relation to database commit and rollback. It is the most frequently used ARM
interface because it contains the start and stop calls to indicate the beginning
and end of the transaction. If an ARM transaction object is not in progress
- i.e. start has not or stop has already been executed - it does not represent
anything. ARM transaction objects may be reused. The measurement results
always contain a status (e.g. succeeded, failed, aborted), response time and timeof-day of transaction execution. Optionally, the application can also provide data
for correlating parent and child transactions (see correlator below) or context
metadata (metrics).
• ArmCorrelator (optional) represents a correlation token passed from a calling
transaction to a called transaction. The token may be used to establish a calling
hierarchy across processes and systems. Applications do not need to understand
correlator internals.
• ArmldentityProperties (optional) contains a set of context and identity properties
(string arrays). Identity properties are the same for all instances of an ARM
application or transaction (name and value are immutable). The values of context
properties on the other hand may vary for each instance (only name immutable).
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• AnnUleutityPropertiesTrcmsaction (optional) adds a URI property to ArmldentityProperties (string). Like other identity properties, it is the same for all in
stances of the same transaction. The difference is that the URI property is im
plicitly named and can be used as either identity or context property.

A basic example for source code instrumentation using the ARM API is presented
in Listing 2.4. The instantiation of the ArmTransact ionFactory (line 2) is not
included.

// These objects have to be created previously in the application:
ArmTransactionFactory tranFactory;
Airline myAirline;
// These objects must be created at initialisation:
ArmApplicationDefinition defAirline;
ArmApplication airline;
ArmTransactionDefinition defBookFlight;
ArmTransaction bookFlight;
// Initialisation: Create the application and transaction definitions:
defAirline = tranFactory.newArmApplicationDefinition(

"Airline", null, null
) ;

defBookFlight = tranFactory.newArmTransactionDefinition(
defAirline,

"Book Flight", null, null

) ;

// Initialisation: Create the application and transaction:
airline = tranFactory.newArmApplication(
defAirline, null, null, null
21

) ;

bookFlight = tranFactory.newArmTransaction(
airline, defBookFlight
) ;

// Runtime: Measure transaction execution:
byte[] parentCorr; // Previously received correlator (optional)
ArmCorrelator parent = tranFactory.newArmCorrelator(parentCorr);
// Start measurement
bookFlight.start(parent);
ArmCorrelator corr = bookFlight.getCorr();
// Now the transaction to be measured is finally executed:
boolean status = myAirline.bookFlight(<paraml>,

<param2>, corr);

// Start measurement
bookFlight.stop(status);

lasting 2.4: ARM API / Instrumentation Example
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2.2.3.4

Implementations

ARM implcFnentations are available as proprietary libraries from ARM vendors or by
the Open Group ARM SDK, whieh is a rudimentary implementation (a “null-library”)
available free of eharge. It eontains basie implementations of the standardised inter
faces and can be used for testing and validating instrumented applications.
Over the years, most vendors of management systems have provided support for all or
some of the different versions of the ARM standard. Among them are IBM (Tivoli),
CA, HP, BMC and tang-IT. Their ARM implementations are standard-compatible but
of course integrated with their respective management products. Thus, the implemen
tations are quite different from each other.
More information about the ARM standard and SDKs for the different ARM versions
are available on its Open Group web page [OpeOV]. The Open Group SDK and tang-IT
implementations supporting ARM 4.0 and 4.1 are used in this thesis.
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Chapter 3
Software Performance
Instrumentation

3.1

Introduction

Performance monitoring is the basic prerequisite to application management. Without
the capability for runtime measurement data extraction, neither human (via an admin
istrator) nor automatic (via Self-Management, also known as Autonomic Computing
[Ent()6J) application monitoring is possible. Usually, performance monitoring is intro
duced during or shortly before application deployment and is supported by Enterprise
Management Systems (EMS). Most of the time, this allows the management of the ap
plication’s behaviour at runtime. However, performance issues often develop out of the
interactions in distributed systems. Here, especially End-to-End (E2E) monitoring al
lows faster and more accurate pinpointing of bottlenecks. Developers and companies
alike often turn to management tool vendors to help them monitor their customised
applications via their management console. This becomes expensive if licences for
management tools have to be bought. However, the need to resolve performance is
sues quickly and the lack of knowledge of suitable instrumentation technologies drive
this process. Thus, this section analyses methods for supporting performance monitor
ing of distributed applications starting as early as possible in the software development
lifecycle.
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3.2

Instrumentation Actors

This section analyses the instrumentation process for typical actors; those requiring an
instrumentation solution or those having to work with the resulting instrumented appli
cation. The actors subsequently featured can require instrumentation for the following
reasons:

• Debugging and testing (including code coverage analysis, using for example the
jeoverage' or the Eclipse Profiler Plug-itr).
• Optimising runtime and memory consumption of applications (e.g. [US 02c]).
• Verifying functional and non-functional application properties (e.g. proof of real
time properties) (e.g. lUS 02bl).
• Extending applications with code for non-functional properties (e.g. reliabil
ity, security, tracing, which is often based on aspect-oriented programming)
1 US 02aI.

3.2.1

Software Designer

The software designer or software architect defines the architecture of an application
during the design stage. This includes the definition of components, responsibilities,
modularisation and interactions. The results of this work are usually formalised using
application models. At this stage, no source code and no technical dependencies exist,
and the application design should he platform-independent [ADvSP04]. If the designer
is starting the instrumentation process (see Figure 3.1), the performance aspect must be
integrated into his workflow by offering instrumentation extensions to his modelling
tool so that he does not have to leave his accustomed working environment. Also,
the extensions should not require deep knowledge of instrumentation APIs or the re
sulting instrumentation. Like general application models, the extended {peiformancecmnotatecl [GMM05]) application model must remain platform-independent as well.
' htlp://www.jcovcrage.com
“htlp;//sourccforge.nct/proJects/cclipsecolorcr
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This means that the usage of a speeifie instrumentation API ean not be inferred at this
stage.
In heterogeneous globally deployed distributed systems, eorrelation of related mea
surements within a workflow greatly enhanees the ability to deteet defeets in a system
because it enables a unified view on the complex system. A single measurement for
a transaction involving several nodes in a distributed system does not suffice. Instead,
a deeper insight into each component will help find the point of failure. Thus, the
designer must be able to define correlated measurements.
Apply Instrumentation
Patterns to Application Models

O

A
«include»
Create Instrumented
Application Models
(Logging, Measurements)

A
«extend»

Designer

Add Performance Constraints
to Application Models

Figure 3.1: Instrumentation-related Software Designer Use Cases

3.2.2

Software Developer

During the implementation phase, a software developer generates source code from
application models (if MDSD is used) and integrates this code with manually written
source code.
During the implementation, testing and deployment phases, the developer must be able
to monitor application functionality and performance to find and erase bugs before the
application is deployed. Often only functional tests are run regularly and rather coarse
grained or temporarily added logging facilities are used. Non-functional properties like
application performance and/or throughput are not monitored continuously. This leads
to a performance deterioration that could have been avoided by constant performance
analysis. This analysis - not being a core task of the developer - benefits from tools
supporting the instrumentation task (e.g. IDE integration). Tool support also raises the
acceptance and quality of this task. An instrumented application allows the developer
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to set up automated tests to watch application performance, output and execution times
during further implementation and testing (see 3.2).
A developer also benefits from processing instrumented application models because
then the application (the generated source code) already contains instrumentation in
formation and/or code. The amount and detail depends on the effort the software de
signer previously put into the instrumentation, which serves as a starting point for
either instrumenting further on the source code level or setting up a monitoring solu
tion for analysing the output (see use cases in Figure 3.2). The monitoring does not
necessarily have to be deeply integrated with a management suite. The appropriate
analysis environment depends on the format, amount and type of the instrumentation
data (e.g. a limited amount of log files can of course be checked using a simple text
viewer).
Once the initial instrumentation process is complete and the monitoring solution has
been set up, the application delivers runtime measurement data that can be used to
check application performance during debugging, manual and regression tests. Thor
ough instrumentation can help to detect performance issues before the application is
deployed and errors and their fixes become expensive.
Generate Instrumentation
from Application Models

O

A

Debug/ Test
Application Performance

«include»
«include»
Create Instrumented
Application Source Code
«include»

Implement Performance
Monitoring Capabilities
Developer

«include»

V
Extend Instrumentation
manually

Figure 3.2: Iiistmmentation-related Software Developer Use Cases

3.2.3

Software Operator

A software operator (system administrator) is responsible for running and managing
the applications under his responsibility (see Figure 3.3). He must monitor the key
parameters and be able to investigate performance issues in active applications, which
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is even harder in distributed environments. If a problem occurs, it must be found
as soon as possible. Thus, the instrumentation should deliver detailed information
on the malfunctioning component on demiand. When the system runs smoothly, the
instrumentation should not contribute a heavy performance impact.
The operator can also be responsible for application deployment, although this usually
is a task shared by a developer (i.e,. someone responsible for 2nd level application
support) and the operator. The deployment includes setup of the application and inte
gration of its management features into the existing IT landscape.
Of course, an operator can work most efficiently if his applications are easy to manage
and can be integrated with his main management console. Thus, the instrumentation
solution must comply with management standards so that its output can be directed
and integrated with the output of existing applications. If an operator has to adapt to
each application, each additional application narrows his work capacity. In addition,
integrated management of multiple data sources means that side effects can be found
and analysed more efficiently.
Integrate Application
with Management Console

O

A
«indude»

Manage (Monitor)
Instrumented Application
«include»

Operator
Analyse Runtime
Measurement Data

Figure 3.3: Instmmentation-related Software Operator Use Cases

3.3

Existing Instrumentation Alternatives

The previous sections described the different stakeholders and their interests in appli
cation instrumentation. The following sections analyse existing instrumentation alter
natives, and how they meet the requirements of the stakeholders. The analysis starts
with source code instrumentation, as this manual approach represents the default time31

consuming instrumentation approach. The subsequent approaches raise the abstraction
level step by step.

3.3.1

Source Code Instrumentation

Most performance bottlenecks can be detected using monitored regression tests. En
hancing an application with monitoring capabilities can be done in different ways.
Developers can create a customised monitoring solution manually, which has the ap
parent downside that the additional non-functional source code must be maintained
and that this code potentially bloats up the existing functional source code.
Instrumentation at the source code level requires knowledge of instrumentation stan
dards and techniques. An instrumentation evolves until the runtime data gathered
meets the expectations of developers or operators. This process takes time and fur
ther extensions or reductions of an instrumentation must be executed in a concise way,
which is a difficult task given the fact that usually no high-level overview of the in
strumentation is available. This results in a higher probability for errors during manual
instrumentation.
The problems described so far are not new. The Aspect-OrientedPrognimming (AOP)
[Voe04] approach originates from the experience that typical applications often con
tain behaviour that does not fit naturally into a single component or even several closely
related components. Non-functional properties are often of common interest to appli
cation components (e.g. security, fault tolerance). This problem was termed cross
cutting by AOP pioneers [MilOl]. AOP basically allows the creation of extensions
to application components (e.g. add logging to method invocations, add new methods
and member variables to classes) which are woven into application source or binary
code by an aspect compiler. Pointcuts are used to define generic rules for extending an
action that meets the rule (e.g. “Add this aspect to every public method in this compo
nent”). These features make AOP a suitable approach for application instrumentation:
no instrumentation code has to be written repeatedly once templates have been cre
ated. Thus, AOP-based instrumentation approaches have been implemented several
times in recent years (e.g. [Kri()4], [Wei05]). However, the aspect compWer AspectJ
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that these approaches are based on only supported method invocation level granularity.
It is impossible to define pointcuts for statements executed within methods. Another
drawback is the lack of correlation functionality. This is not a problem for independent
logging instrumentation but, especially in distributed systems, end-to-end monitoring
can be mandatory. Also, current AOP-based instrumentation approaches are used only
from the implementation phase on.
An Integrated Development Environment (IDE) can also be used for supporting the
source code instrumentation process if it offers extension points to modify its capabil
ities and behaviour. This was prototypically implemented for C/C++ and Java applica
tions based on the Eclipse platform in the project Efficient Tool-based Instrumentation
of Distributed Applications (eMIVA) fEHK^ OT] at Wiesbaden University of Applied
Sciences. The project used a marker-based approach. Graphical IDE markers with
optional textual properties, which are similar to typical breakpoints, arc used to de
fine instrumentation points. The instrumentation code can then be generated into and
removed from the source code before the source code is compiled.
The Open Source tool Eclipse lest and Performance Tools Platfornd (TPTP) also sup
ports the instrumentation process for Eclipse-based applications. It contains an ARM
agent and a small set of analysis capabilities which can be used in conjunction with
two different instrumentation approaches; Aspect-oriented programming (as described
earlier in this section) based on Aspect.^ and the Probekif framework which allows
Binary Code Instrumentation (BCI) as described in the following section.

3.3.2

Binary Code Instrumentation

Binary code instrumentation is necessary if the source code of the application to be
instrumented is not available or must not be modified. This approach is often used in
conjunction with the Java programming language [WO 03] because Java offers stan
dardised interfaces for modifications to bytecode even at runtime (e.g. engaging Java
bytecode in the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) [BMEBOb] [US 02aJ). For example, the
'htlp://www.ecl ipsc.org/lptp
■^htlp://ccl ipse.org/aspectj
”’http://help.eclipse.org/help32/topic/org.eclipse.hyades.probekit.doc.uscr/topics/c_pk_intro.htm
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Eclipse TPTP’s Probekit framework injeets custom bytecode into Java elasses as they
are loaded into the JVM if they mateh a predefined filter. This is usually done to reduee
the interferenee introduced by executing additional instrumentation eode. Using this
approach, instrumentation eode ean be inserted and extracted at runtime, removing the
need to stop and restart the applieation. It is thus possible to use the binary instru
mentation eode only if it is actually required. When the applieation runs smoothly, no
binary code insertion is necessary.
Although arbitrary positions in binary eode can be addressed in general, this instrumen
tation approach suffers from limitations similar to AGP. Correlation faeilities are not
provided, and obviously this approaeh can only be used if binary eode for the targeted
applieation already exists. The abstraction ability of binary code (or machine code for
that matter) is too limited because it is supposed to be a eonerete (platform-speeific)
implementation of the applieation.

3.3.3

Framework Instrumentation

In reeent years the need for instrumentation led to the development of (middleware)
frameworks that already eontain fixed instrumentation capabilities as developed by
the vendor. For example, IBM’s DB2 Universal Datahase^^ (version 8.2 or later) and
WebSphere Application Server^ (version 5.1.1.1 or later) have been ARM-instrumented
by IBM [IBM()4]. Also, starting with Java 5 even the standard edition Java Virtual
Machine eontains Java Management Extensions (JMX) [SunOS] which support state
monitoring of applications at runtime.
Another approach suited to instrumenting framework-based elient/server applications
uses the widely supported message handler framework (also known as interceptor or
listener framework). It is eontained in the CORBA [MWOO] and Java API for XML
Web Services (JAX-WS) [JAX07] specifications, supported by application servers like
the Apache Tomcat^ and the JBoss Application Server"^, and can be eombined even
with legacy middleware teehnologies if eombined with a eonneetor like an Enterprise
^hUp;//www. ibm.com/db2
^hUp://www. ibm.com/wcbsphere
^http://tomcat.apachc.org
‘^htlp://www.jboss.org/producls/ibossas
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Service Bus (ESB). For this approach, configurable instrumented client side and server
side handlers must be implemented. These handlers can then be configured to intercept
messages in client/server interactions. This usually means that neither client nor server
application have to be modified. Depending on the framework, it is also possible to add
context data to exchanged messages, whieh can then be processed by other handlers
(e.g. for ARM correlation, see Section 2.2.3.2). The benefit of this approach is that no
source code needs to be modified to use handlers. Instead, they ean be added by con
figuration. The result is a non-intrusive instrumentation solution. This approach has
been prototypically implemented for different platforms (e.g. for Orbaeus [DSK02],
IONA Artix fSch06] and JBoss AS fSTTKO?]) in recent years.

3.3.4

Model-based Instrumentation

The instrumentation process does not necessarily have to start during the implementa
tion phase. In fact, it is more sensible to instrument application models in the design
phase to avoid a source eode-centric (platform-dependent) instrumentation. [PooOO]
describes the basic requirements for Software Performance Engineering (SPE) as fol
lows:

/. To create a well understood formalism, probably based on UML, al
lowing performance annotations to design models.
2. To create a methodology, which embeds performance questions with
in the software lifecycle in terms of widely used approaches.
3. To integrate solution tools for performance measures transparently
within extended design tools, such as object oriented Computer-Ai
ded Software Engineering (CASE) tools.
4. To develop ways of returning performance results from specialised
tools in terms of the design models, from which they were derived.
5. To integrate performance modelling measures within a petformance
monitoring and testing framework in a consistent manner.
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The approaches introduced previously do not fulfil these requirements. An application
designer can focus more on the actual instrumentation and instrumentation activities in
relevant components because he does not have to care about technical implementation
issues like developers do. A developer’s lack of technical instrumentation experience
often leads to a surplus of instrumentation activities in some components and deficien
cies in others, which might be more important. The application functionality is also
more clearly visible at the design stage. Of course, this approach has drawbacks as
well. For example, instrumentation granularity is lower than when applying manual
source code instrumentation.
With model-driven software development becoming more and more popular [SYS05]
[Sou()41, several approaches for integrating performance aspects with UML models
have been developed. The definition of the UML Profile for Schedulahility, Perfor
mance, and Time (UML-SPT) [ObJ()51 sparked a vast collection of research projects
intending to implement the basic SPE requirements [Smi90] [SW02). The OMG de
scribes [ObjOTa] the UML-SPT as follows:

The UML-SPT "specifies a UML profile that defines standard paradigms
of use for modelling of time-, schedulahility- and performance-related as
pects of real-time systems that (1.) enable the construction of models that
can he used to make quantitative predictions regarding these characteris
tics; (2.) facilitate communication of design intent between developers in
a standard way; and (3.) enable interoperability' between various analysis
and design tools."

So far, work based on the UML-SPT focused primarily on systems with strict tim
ing and performance constraints (e.g. embedded systems). The process of creating a
complete application model with performance characteristics for each component can
become very time-consuming. Of course, this is mandatory for simulating and eval
uating systems prior to implementation [GMM05J but it also removes the advantage
of relieving developers from the instrumentation process if the supporting solution in
creases the modelling effort drastically. In addition, the modelling detail required for
complying with the UML-SPT is not necessary for simple monitoring (e.g. modelling
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of system clocks and constraints is usually not required). Although the design of an
application benefits from a detailed performance evaluation at an early development
stage, the analysis extends the development duration, which often cannot be afforded.
A solution allowing only partial extensions and additions to UML models lowers the
required development effort and increases the acceptance among designers and devel
opers, who can then adopt it gradually.
Besides UML-SPT-based performance modelling and simulation, there are other ap
proaches to performance engineering and analysis which are based on Petri Nets
[Ang96] [JDZOOj, Queueing Models [BGdMTOb] and/or Markov Chains [TVvB+01].
These approaches focus on stochastic methods for predicting qualitative (correctness)
and quantitative (performance) properties of applications or even complex systems.
This results in a very detailed performance model for the application, which is seldom
used in a traditional software development process as software designers and develop
ers are usually unfamiliar with this task. In order to be of practical relevance, queueing
models have to be validated or calibrated based on runtime measurement data, which
must be collected using some sort of monitoring anyway fXOWMOb]. If the sample
data used for this purpose is too limited or generally inappropriate, the results of the
subsequent analysis will not reflect the real system behaviour. Thus, queueing models
cannot replace but can complement a concrete instrumentation.

3.4

Conclusion

This chapter presented the requirements of software designers, developers and op
erators in terms of the support for performance instrumentation during the software
development lifecycle. Summarising, table 3.1 lists the approaches presented with the
lifecycle phase in which they can be applied and the granularity level that influences the
instrumentation flexibility. Although solutions exist for single phases of the lifecycle,
none of the existing approaches spans the whole lifecycle.
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Lifecycle Phase

Granui.arity Level

Source code

Implementation

Any valid source code line

Binary code

Implementation and following

Tool-dependent

Framework

Implementation and following

Message exchange

Design

Model-dependent

INSTR. Type

Model

Table 3.1: Instrumentation Approaches

The analysis showed that a performance instrumentation is most flexible and accurate
if it can be customised to an individual application using manual source code modifica
tion. Approaches that abstract the instrumentation process with the intention to support
developers and to remove the need to acquire deep knowledge of instrumentation APIs
limit this accuracy but provide an easier entry to users unfamiliar with the specific APIs
and the instrumentation process. A compromise between automated less error-prone
instrumentation and highly flexible instrumentation can be achieved by IDE-integrated
code generators. However, even if the technical instrumentation process is supported
by source code level tools, there is no persistent model of the instrumentation which
allows a high-level overview of the instrumentation. The instrumentation is tied to a
specific platform (programming language), which means that architectural or techno
logical changes require the instrumentation process to be repeated.
The benefit of model-based performance instrumentation is that the instrumentation
model, which contains the relationships between instrumentation points in a system
and the information attached to each point, survives technology changes. Monitoring
capabilities can be defined for the application model during the design stage by a soft
ware architect who is familiar with the critical functional components and interactions
within the software. The runtime measurement data can be used to improve the appli
cation and the instrumentation in subsequent design adaptations. It can even be used to
define constraints or as input for tests and simulations to validate the performance of
the replacement if the application or a component needs to be replaced (e.g. “We must
at least equal the response times of the existing server”).
To develop a lifecycle-oriented performance monitoring solution, a formalism for rep38

resenting instrumentation information abstraetly must first be defined. This must allow
the definition of common instrumentation scenarios and relationships between instru
mentation points. When the application architecture is being created, the performance
aspect must be observed and implemented by designing performance monitoring ca
pabilities for the important components of the software.
This thesis uses a MDSD approach as described in Section 2.1.3 to implement a modelbased instrumentation solution. For this, an instrumentation extension to the software
designer’s modelling tool must be available to support him in this task (as defined in
[PooOOj). The standard language for application modelling today is UML, which is
supported by all professional modelling tools. As described in Section 2.1.2, UML
can be extended with customised profiles to define new domain-specific languages.
Thus, the abstract instrumentation formalism must be transformed into a UML profile
extending the scope of UML to the instrumentation domain. This profile must have the
capability to add logging and time measuring annotations to UML models which are
suitable for use in distributed systems (e.g. support for defining correlated measure
ments).
To bridge the gap between model and code - i.e., to generate instrumented source code
from instrumented UML application models - transformation rules for a MDSD code
generation framework must be implemented. This code must contain instrumentation
statements conforming to standardised logging and time measuring APIs (e.g. see log4j
in Section 2.2.2 and ARM in Section 2.2.3). MDSD does not necessarily require an in
termediate platform-specific model fSV06]. This step can be skipped if source code is
generated from UML models. The appropriate transformation rules are then contained
in the code generation templates. This approach, which is used in this thesis, is called
Model To Code (M2C) transformation.
The most balanced approach to instrumentation support incorporates the model-based
instrumentation of UML models and the ability to manually extend/add instrumen
tation points after the initial model transformation. Although platform-specific in
strumentation extensions (i.e., manually added instrumentation code) cannot be trans
ferred to other platforms, the core instrumentation contained in the UML model can be
reused.
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Analysis, validation and constraint definition based on runtime measurement data are
not considered in this thesis.
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Chapter 4
Model-based Performance
Instrumentation

4.1

Approach

This chapter defines an approach for model-based performanee instrumentation us
ing Model Driven Software Development methods whieh broadly eonforms with the
definition of software performanee engineering as given in [PooOO] and diseussed in
Section 3.3.4. The SPE definition is repeated here, with eaeh point followed by a brief
discussion of how it influenced the approaeh taken in this thesis.

1. To create a well understood formalism, probably based on UML, allowing per
formance annotations to design models.

As in the MDA-methodology, this point deelares that a formalism for adding perfor
mance annotations to UML application models must be defined. This formalism must
provide support for the definition of abstraet logging and/or measuring scenarios. It
ean be defined independently from UML, but it must be transferable to UML for inte
gration into UML applieation models. Furthermore, the formalism must not introduce
teehnical dependeneies nor imply usage of speeific instrumentation standards.
This thesis uses graph terminology for describing instrumentation scenarios abstraetly.
Each scenario (or graph) represents an Instrumentation Pattern.
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2. To create a methodology, which embeds performance questions within the soft
ware lifecycle in terms of widely used approaches.

The design phase is the appropriate phase for introducing the performance aspect in
the lifecycle of MDA-based applications. During this phase, application models are de
fined and the abstract performance annotations are integrated into these models, result
ing in instrumented application models. This thesis relies on the UML profile mech
anism (see. Section 2.1.2) for extending the modelling language with performancerelated stereotypes. The stereotypes are bundled in the so-called UML Instrumentation
Profile.

3. To integrate solution tools for performance measures transparently within ex
tended design tools, such as object oriented CASE tools.

UML models are created using modelling tools. The UML instrumentation profile
must be seamlessly integrated with the tools so that the stereotypes can be applied to
UML elements in application models. Current modelling tools support interchangeability by supporting the XMI format. Transformation rules for a MDSD code genera
tor must also be defined to support the generation of meaningful instrumentation code
for instrumented UML entities. When executed, the instrumented application gener
ates instrumentation data, which can be processed either on-the-fly or after program
termination. The analysis capabilities depend on the available management tools and
their support for the instrumentation APIs applied. Major instrumentation API stan
dards (such as log4J and ARM) are supported by all current enterprise management
systems.

4. To develop ways of returning performance results from specialised tools in terms
of the design models, from which they were derived.

So far, no broadly accepted approach for returning instrumentation data to their original
application models has been developed. There is no consensus on how instrumenta
tion data should be gathered in a standardised way, which influences the options for
annotating the original application models. This means that there are currently neither
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standards nor tools supporting this process in a standardised way. The thesis does not
address this problem area directly but treats it as a possible future extension for which
integration options can be provided.

5. To integrate performance modelling measures within a performance monitoring
and testing framework in a consistent manner

This point specifically targets performance modelling scenarios (see Section 3.3.4).
Here, performance models that have been derived from application models are used to
test the application’s performance, before the actual implementation has started. The
focus of this thesis, however, is on the definition of performance annotations for design
models, which can be transformed into instrumented source code generating runtime
instrumentation data. This data might be used as input for performance models or for
an analysis of the application’s behaviour.
Current proprietary enterprise management systems offer versatile monitoring and
analysis capabilities for instrumentation data (e.g. IBM Tivoli f HP Business Teclmology Optimization (BIO) Software^). The Eclipse Test & Performance Tools Platfornf
(TPTP) is a broadly acknowledged extensible Open Source tools platform that also
offers monitoring and testing capabilities. A detailed evaluation regarding the exten
sibility of these and other existing tools is not a focus of this thesis, as these tools
can already be used for the analysis of instrumentation data generated by standardised
instrumentation APIs like log4j and ARM (see Section 2.2).
Performance modelling as described in Section 3.3.4 is an ongoing research topic. Of
ten, the only common ground of existing approaches is the UML-SPT, but still there
are no (interoperable) tools for integrating performance modelling into the MDSD pro
cess. In addition, the UML-SPT does not satisfy the requirements for performance
instrumentation as defined by this thesis (see Section 3.3.4).
The description of the instrumentation approach features two important aspects of this
thesis: the Instrumentation Patterns and the UML Instrumentation Profile, introdueed
in 4.2 and 4.3, respectively.
' http://www.ibm.com/soriware/tivoli
“http://www.managcmcntsol’tware. hp.com
^http://www.ecl ipsc.org/tptp
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4.2

Instrumentation Patterns

Figure 4.1 presents an abstract instrumentation scenario: a Web service client invokes
a calculator Web service; request and response messages are exchanged as part of their
interaction. The relationship between the four instrumentation points A, B, C and D
can be described abstractly by two related measurements, with the server-side mea
surement initiated by the client-side measurement. The administrator of the systems
involved might be interested in the response time (tA—i), from the client’s perspective)
or the execution time

from the server’s perspective) of the Web service. The
^rid response {tc^r)) messages might also be inves

delays in passing request

tigated; both can be calculated from related client- and server-side measurements.
I

Simple- 1
Calculator- [
Client

Request

Response

►2
;3

SimpleCalculatorService

'— -------- -----

Figure 4.1: Abstract Instmmentation Scenario

We use ^raph terminology [Die05] to define a collection of instrumentation patterns.
Representing patterns as graphs results in machine-processable pattern definitions that
can be parsed by the code generator. Moreover, the requirements for generating instru
mentation source code and the relationships between instrumentation points are not
easily recognised by users of the performance instrumentation solution, which makes
it harder for them to use it properly. By referring to this pattern collection, software
designers are able to find out easily which instrumentation scenarios in models are
recognised and supported by the instrumentation solution during model transforma
tion.
The pattern collection can be split into two groups: Basic Patterns and Complex Pat
terns (also mentioned in [KM02]). Basic patterns are the building blocks of complex
patterns. In addition to the patterns introduced in this thesis, new complex patterns
can be defined based on existing basic and/or complex patterns. If an instrumentation
scenario can be mapped to a pattern in the collection, transformation rules will exist to
generate appropriate instrumented source code during the M2C transformation.
An instrumentation of an application can be defined as a directed marked graph, which
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is a pair G = (V\ E) of sets such that E C VxV; thus, the elements of E are pairs
of

The application’s instrumentation points are elements of V and Vertices of the

graph G; the elements of E are the Edges of G. Edges are always marked. In a
basic pattern, their marking describes the relationship (C) between the two connected
vertices; in a complex pattern, their marking describes the purpose of the basic pattern
in the complex pattern.
Graphs consisting of 0 or 1 vertices are called trivial. The number of vertices in a
graph G is its order, written as |G|; its number of edges is denoted by ||G||. An
instrumentation pattern is described by one (if it is basic pattern) or more (if it is a
complex pattern) Tuples. Vertices can be part of multiple tuples; tuples can be part of
multiple patterns.
The purpose of instrumentation points and basic patterns in (complex) patterns is de
scribed in more detail by their/?o/c. If a point is annotated with a role, the points vertex
is a marked vertex. Each pattern defines a set of unique roles that define the relation
ship between the associated points and the way each individual point is processed by
the model transformer. An instrumentation point can take roles in multiple basic pat
terns, which themselves can take roles in complex patterns. In complex patterns, basic
patterns can take roles as well.
The instrumentation points of an application can be seen as interacting vertices in
a graph. Logging statements are single vertices and independent from each other.
Measurements, on the other hand, can be defined by related start and stop vertices
connected by a directed edge. Table 4.1 summarises the analogy between the graph
and pattern terminologies.
Graph Terminology

Pattern Terminology

Graph G = {V, E)

All pattern instances of an application

Vertex v G V

Instrumentation point

Edge e E E

Points correlation

Subgraph G' = (V, E')

Instrumentation pattern

Table 4.1: Graph and Pattern Terminologies
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4.2.1

Basic Patterns

The abstract graph/pattern representation must be mapped to appropriate UML entities
to enable software designers to apply these patterns to their UML application models.
Examples of pattern compositions and their associated graph definitions are presented
in the following sections. Basic Instrumentation Patterns as displayed in Figure 4.2
describe basic workflow elements that can occur in (distributed) applications. This
thesis defines three basic patterns:
Trigger

Event

Action

D
1

A
1
I
jrce I

start 1
activator
trigger
action

, listener

I
I

5)
stop T

I

Figure 4.2: Basic Instrumentation Patterns (Examples)

The Event Pattern is the simplest instrumentation pattern. It is used for single, unre
lated instrumentation points. Thus, it is usually represented by a log or status message
(see example A in Figure 4.2). The name of the only role in this pattern is source,
because the point in this pattern is the source of the event. The Event pattern in
the figure is represented by the trivial subgraph C = [V',E') with V = {1} and

r = {0}.
The Trigger Pattern dehnes a point that sets off another point. A triggered point is
causally dependent on its trigger point. The trigger point and the triggered point
can be processed by a single system component or by multiple (distributed) compo
nents. A trigger point can be blocked (e.g. in a queue). However, Triggers sup
port synchronous and asynchronous application execution scenarios (see example B/C
in Figure 4.2). There are two roles in this pattern: activator and listener.
The Trigger pattern in the figure is represented by the subgraph G' — {V\ E')
with V' = {2,3} and E' = {(2,3)}.

The edge marking is (2,3)

C : E ^ {trigger, adion} applies to all patterns.
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trigger',

The Action Pattern (or work unit pattern) defines two related points (a start and a
stop point), which are processed by a single system component or a pair of related
components. An Action spans a certain period of the application’s execution time
(see example D in Figure 4.2). This pattern represents a special case of the Trigger
pattern and also has two roles, namely start and stop. The Action pattern in
the figure is represented by the subgraph G' — (V\ E') with V — {4,5} and E' —
1(4, 5)}. The edge marking is (4, 5)

4.2.2

action.

Complex Patterns

Complex Instrumentation Patterns are compositions of multiple basic patterns de
scribed in the previous Section 4.2.1. The following patterns represent an initial collec
tion covering a limited set of instrumentation scenarios. The intention of this thesis is
to define a generic collection that can be extended to satisfy further use cases, scenar
ios and/or specific platforms. Usually, new patterns will also require new or modified
transformation rules. The initial collection consists of three complex patterns.
The Request/Response (or RPC) Pattern represents a synchronous or asynchronous
message exchange or server invocation. The client component sends a request and
receives a response; the server receives a request and sends a response. The activities
on the client and server components can be seen as related work units. Thus, the serverside activity is nested in the client-side activity (see example in Figure 4.3), and the
server finishes processing prior to the client.
Request/Response

client-side
activity

server-side
activity

Figure 4.3: Request/Response Pattern (Example)
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This describes a classic Remote Procedure Ccdl (RPC) interaction in which server ac
tivities are triggered by client invocations. This pattern is a composition of four basic
patterns. The 4 roles associated with these patterns are also displayed in Figure 4.3):

client-side activity (a basic Action), request (a basic Trigger),
server - side activity (a basic Action) and response (a basic Trigger).
The request/response pattern in the hgure is represented by the subgraph G' = (C', E')
with V' = {1, 2, 3,4} and E' = {(1,2), (2, 3), (3,4), (1, 4)}. The edge markings are
(1,2)

tri(j(jer, (2, 3)

action, (3, 4) i-^ trigger and (1,4) i-^ a.ction.

The Multitrigger Pattern defines a series of Triggers comparable to a Business
Process Execution Language (BPEL) [Org07] workflow. One or more system com
ponents trigger points on one or more subsequent system components (see example
in Figure 4.4). The Triggers can be sent synchronously or asynchronously and do
not require an acknowledgement from the receiving party. The roles available in this
pattern comply with the definition of the basic Trigger pattern.
Multitrigger

Figure 4.4: Multitrigger Pattern (Example)

The system components involved are usually loosely coupled. This pattern consists of
an arbitrary number of basic Triggers. Thus, the name of the only available role is

Trigger. The multitrigger pattern in the figure is represented by the subgraph G' =
{V\ E') with V'"' = {1, 2. 3, 4} and E' = {(1, 2), (1,3), (3, 4)}. The edge markings are
(1,2)

trigger, (1,3)

trigger and (3, 4) i-^ trigger.

The Sequence Pattern defines a composition of two or more Actions connected by

Triggers. It resembles the Request/Response pattern, but the Sequence pat
tern does not feature execution time nesting. The server-side activity can take longer
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than and does not have to finish prior to the client-side activity (see example in Fig
ure 4.5). The Sequence pattern also resembles the Multitrigger pattern. They
only differ in the activities of each component. In a Multitrigger, each com
ponent executes an Event; in a Sequence, each component executes an Action.
The roles of the basic patterns contained in this pattern are also featured in the figure:

measurement (a basic Action) and message (a basic Trigger).
Sequence

measurement.

^ measurement

4,^

_

.

Figure 4.5: Sequence Pattern (Example)

The components involved act asynchronously from each other. Also, components in
voked subsequently do not have to report to previous components and response mes
sages are not sent. The Sequence in this example is represented by the subgraph
G' = {y\E') with
ings are (1, 2)

4.3

- {1,2, .1,4} and E' = {(1,2), (2,1), (.1,4)}. The edge mark

action, (2,1)

trigger and (1, 4)

action.

UML Instrumentation Profile

As discussed in Section 3.4, this thesis focuses on the two instrumentation techniques
logging and measuring. Following MDSD methodology, a UML Instrumentation Pro
file is used to represent abstract instrumentation information in a UML application
model. Initially, the profile contains stereotypes applicable to UML elements that can
be represented by UML class diagrams (see Figure 4.6). Although class diagrams are
rather unsuitable for defining invocations between UML entities graphically, this dia
gram type was chosen initially as it is supported best by existing MDSD tools and tem
plates. This allowed a quick development and test of the developed approach. How49

Instrumentation
«stereotype»
Pattern
id : String
message : String
roles ; Role [*]
severity : Level

«stereotype»
Event
[Operation]

«stereotype»
Action
[Operation]

«stereotype»
Trigger
[Operation]

instrumentationType : Type
correlationToken : String

Figure 4.6: UML instrumentation profile stereotypes

ever, the profile must support adding stereotypes that are applicable to UML elements
representable by other UML diagram types (e.g. UML sequence and state diagrams
that are more appropriate for modelling interactions).
The stereotypes contain instrumentation information which must not be related to spe
cific instrumentation APIs that are eventually used in the generated code. According to
MDSD methodology, the instrumented application model must remain independent of
any target platform, including programming languages and instrumentation APIs. By
extending UML elements with instrumentation stereotypes, it is possible to generate
source code, including logging and measuring statements, at the correct positions (e.g.
inside methods). The pattern instances in an application model have to be outfitted
with information that allows the generation of appropriate instrumentation code and
retrieval (or identification) of instrumentation points in gathered instrumentation data.
Subsequently, the instrumentation stereotypes are presented including descriptions of
their contents if instantiated.

4.3.1

Abstract Pattern Stereotype

The abstract Pattern stereotype contains shared instrumentation-related tagged values
which are required by all basic and complex patterns defined in Section 4.2. This
pattern is marked as abstract because being a generic pattern, it cannot be applied to
UML elements.
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The id attribute (or tagged value) eontains a unique (human-readable) name of the
Instrumentation Entity, whieh ean be either point or pattern, id ean be used for naming
the entity.
The message attribute eontains a message describing the entity. Depending on the
instrumentation technology or API used for the model transformation, message can
reemerge in the generated instrumentation code. Similar to the id attribute, the message
attribute helps identify an entity in generated code and analyse runtime instrumentation
data gathered from the instrumented application.
The roles attribute is an enumeration literal containing the roles that an entity can
take (see 4.2). The role adds more detail to entities and allows the generation of specific
code for roles (e.g. start and stop code for Actions). The list of available roles must
be synchronised between the profile and available code generators to allow effective
code generation for each role.
The severity attribute is an enumeration literal defining the importance level of
the output of an instrumented UML element. Once again, whether or not this value
reemerges in the generated code depends on the instrumentation technology or API
used during the model transformation. Based on the common features of today’s log
ging frameworks, the abstract pattern offers the levels Info, Debug, Warn, Error,

Fatal and Trace. The default importance level is set to Debug.

4.3.2

Event Stereotype

The Event stereotype docs not introduce additional tagged values. It can be attached to
UML operations. During model transformation, the Event can be implemented by a
logging statement (based on the message and severity attributes).

4.3.3

Action Stereotype

The Action stereotype introduces two additional tagged values named instrumen-

tationType and correlationToken. The instrumentation type is an enumer
ation literal that can be set to either Logging or Measurement. Depending on
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its value, source code for logging or measuring is generated during model transfor
mation. If the measurements are executed by different components, the correlation
token is required to relate the measurements with each other. In this case the token
exchange mechanism cannot be generated independent of the platform used. Thus,
the correlation token attribute can be used to specify a variable that contains the token
to be imported into the generated code. It is the developer’s responsibility to provide
a valid token and to transfer it between the components executing the measurements
to be correlated. If an Action pattern is applied to a UML operation, it is logically
represented by two instrumentation points - start and stop - placed at beginning and
end of a method.

4.3.4

Remaining Stereotypes

As mentioned in the introduction to Section 4.3, the Trigger stereotype and the com
plex stereotypes cannot be graphically represented in UML class diagrams. This di
agram type supports static associations between classes, but neither the source and
target of an operation invocation nor patterns spanning multiple classes can be defined.
This limitation means that the activator and listener roles cannot be assigned correctly;
no actual connection between the two instrumentation points can be established. Thus,
the patterns that only rely on the trigger connection between the components (i.e.,
no usage of a measurement-specific correlation token) cannot be represented in class
diagrams, but a code generator might generate appropriate instrumentation code sup
porting this instrumentation scenario, at least in the resulting source code, which of
course depends on the available communication channel(s) between client and service.
These stereotypes are not discussed further in the remaining design (indicated by the
unshaded boxes in Figure 4.6). These patterns and the resulting stereotypes, including
specific attributes, will be integrated into the profile once appropriate UML diagram
types have been analysed.
An example showing how UML operations can be extended with the Action and

Event instrumentation stereotypes is depicted in Figure 4.7. The example contains a
service interface and two classes implementing the interface (a client and a service).
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This scenario is derived from the example displayed in Figure 4.
SimpleCalculator
+add(numl:double, num2:double)
+3ub(numl;double, num2:double)
+niult (numl: double. num2;double)
+diV(numl:double. num2:double)

: double
: double
: double
: double

SimpleCalculatorService
«Event»+add(numl:double, num2;double) : double
{severity=” 1 nfo", message=’’server addO"}
+sub(numl:double, num2:double) : double
«Action»+mult(numl:double, num2:double) : double
{id=’’server", i nstTrype=Measurement,
message="server multO”, roles="5erverS)deActivity”}
+diV(numl:double. num2:double) ; double

SimpleCalculatorClient
+ma1n(argsri:Str1ng)
+add(numl:double, num2:double) : double
+sub(numl:double, num2:double) : double
«Action»+mult(numl:double. num2:double) : double
{id="client”, instTrype=Measurement,
mes5age='’client multO", roles=”Cl i entSideActi vi ty"}
t-diV(numl:double, num2;double) : double

Figure 4.7: UML Entities extendeci with Instmmentation Stereotypes

4.4

Performance Engineering Process

A performance engineering process (illustrated in Figure 4.8) incorporating the ele
ments discussed in this chapter has been defined for the model-based instrumentation
approach of this thesis. The architectural components displayed are discussed subse
quently.

4.4.1

Components

The UML Application Model contains the application’s functional UML entities (e.g.
packages, classes, associations) and possibly several UML diagrams. It must be cre
ated using a typical UML modelling tool (requirements described in Section 3.2.1) that
is able to import and process UML custom profiles. It must also allow the export of
extended (instrumented) UML models to XMI.
Instrumentation Patterns define the relationships between Instrumentation Points. In
dependent of any modelling or 3GL language, patterns describe the relationships be
tween Instrumentation Points abstractly. Instrumentation points are atomic units used
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Figure 4.8: Model-based Performance Engineering Process

for marking instrumentation-related positions in a model (e.g. for logging and/or mea
suring). An initial collection of instrumentation patterns is presented in Section 4.2.
I'his collection also helps architects understand the instrumentation scenarios sup
ported by the instrumentation solution.
The UML Instrumentation Profile is a mapping of the instrumentation patterns to UML
stereotypes encapsulated in a UML instrumentation profile. The profile defines instru
mentation capabilities and associated metadata applicable to UML entities (e.g. stereo
types and tagged values for UML classes and operations) in a platform-independent
and persistent way (requirements described in Section 3.3.4). The details of the profile
were presented in Section 4.3.
The Instrumented Application Model contains an application’s functional and non
functional (instrumentation-related) UML entities. At this stage, the model is a plat
form-independent instrumented application model and stereotyped entities do not con
tain metadata that limits the transformation to a specific target instrumentation API.
The instrumentation information can be reused during subsequent modifications of the
application model. In this thesis, only UML entities representable by class diagrams
will be parsed for instrumentation metadata (as discussed in Section 4.3). However, the
transformation mechanism must allow their adaptation to additional diagram types.

Instrumented Application Code is created by transforming an instrumented application
model to a 3GL programming language instrumented using one or more instrumen54

tation APIs. As mentioned in Section 3.4, this transformation skips the creation of
a platform-specific model. Thus, the transformation rules define which programming
language and instrumentation API(s) are used. Of course, by modifying these rules,
source code for different platforms can be generated based on the same instrumented
application model. The generated source code can also contain protected areas which
preserve manual modifications of the generated code (e.g. manually added source code
as well as instrumentation code as described in Section 3.3.1) in subsequent generator
runs.

4.4.2

Possible Extensions

The Monitor offers capabilities for analysing the logging and for measuring output
generated by an instrumented application at runtime (requirements described in Sec
tion 3.2.3). These can include textual and graphical representations of the data. It
might be necessary to transform the runtime data gathered from different sources into
a canonical format for analysis and presentation. An enterprise management system
can be used as the monitoring component as this thesis uses standardised instrumenta
tion APIs that can be integrated with these systems.
The definition of Performance Constraints is not covered by the software performance
engineering definition (see Section 4.1) although it represents a sensible addition to
the process. Constraints could be defined during application design if performance
requirements existed at this stage, and then validated against monitoring data gathered
from the resulting application at runtime. Constraints might also be extracted from
runtime data for use in subsequent (re)modelling phases.
The Validator compares predefined performance constraints against instrumentation
data gathered at runtime. The validator can also include a mechanism to generate
constraints based on analysed runtime data (e.g. maximum response time = measured
response time -i- 5%). In addition, the validator might provide gathered runtime perfor
mance metrics as input for performance modelling (see Section 3.3.4), or for validation
of previous performance modelling. Figure 4.9 displays the relationship between the
approach followed by this thesis and typical performance modelling approaches.
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Only the components represented by shaded boxes in Figure 4.8, especially the collec
tion of instrumentation patterns (in Section 4.2) and the UML profile (in Section 4.3)
are considered in this thesis.
Summarising, the process presented integrates the software performance engineering
definition |Poo()0] with Model Driven Software Development as discussed in Sec
tion 4.1. Performance modelling is not addressed specifically in this process; it is
seen as a possible complemental extension. Rather, the emphasis is on the usabil
ity of model-based performance instrumentation in day-to-day MDSD projects, since
performance simulations are often not part of these software projects. However, the in
strumentation data gained from an application instrumented with this instrumentation
solution can be used to calibrate or validate performance models.

4.5

Abstract Instrumentation Process

This section defines four steps that are required to implement the approach for modelbased instrumentation presented in this chapter:
1. Analysis: The instrumentation process starts with an analysis of the application’s
UML design models. Important points and interactions in the models must be
identified with regard to available instrumentation patterns. Then, patterns ap
propriate to each situation can be selected.
2. Instrumentation: The instrumentation patterns provided by the UML instrumen
tation profile, which have been selected for the identified instrumentation sce56

narios, arc applied to the models using a UML modelling tool; the tagged values
of the applied stereotypes are filled with the required information.
3. Export/Import: The instrumented models are exported from the UML tool to
XMI. Together with the metamodel of the UML instrumentation profile (its def
inition), the instrumented models are made available to the MDSD code genera
tion framework.
4. Code Generation: The MDSD framework parses and processes the imported
models and invokes either the default templates required for generating pure
source code or the custom instrumentation templates required for generating in
strumented source code depending on whether a parsed UML element is instru
mented (i.e. annotated with at least one instrumentation stereotype) or not.

Section 5.3 contains a description of how these steps have actually been implemented
for the prototypical implementation.
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Chapter 5
MDSD Instrumentation Toolchain
The previous Chapter 4 introdueed a performanee engineering process (depicted in
Figure 4.8 on page 54) that allows model-based instrumentation of applications based
on a collection of instrumentation patterns. The process allows annotating UML ap
plication models with platform-independent instrumentation data (see requirements in
Section 3.4), which are then transformed into instrumented source code. This chapter
investigates tools - a UML modelling tool and a MDSD framework - that can be used
to implement the process and presents a prototypical implementation demonstrating
their interoperability.

5.1

Tool Evaluation

The UML instrumentation profile and the transformation rules (for the M2C trans
formation) must be created to implement the performance engineering process, This
requires a UML modelling tool that supports UML profile definition and XMI ex
port; the XMI export is required for interoperability between the modelling tool and
the MDSD code generation framework. The framework requires templates containing
custom transformation rules so that it can process the instrumented UML models.
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5.1.1

UML Modelling Tool

A time-consuming evaluation of several UML modelling tools proved that the import
and export of XMI files - although XMI is a widely accepted standard - often led to
inconsistencies between the exported and reimported version of the same UML model.
The following tools were evaluated for this thesis:

• Borland's Together^
• Change Vision's Jude^
• Gent lewa re’s Poseidon for UML^
• No Magic’s MagicDraw UMlf
• Oniondo’s EelipseUMlJ’
• Paderhorn University’s Fujaha^^
• Unihrello UML Modeller^

In the end, MagicDraw (v 12.5) was chosen as the UML modelling tool for defining the
UML instrumentation profile and all UML models used during prototype development
in this thesis because it proved to be stable and standards-compliant.

5.1.2

MDSD Code Generation Framework

Two MDSD code generation frameworks were evaluated: AndroMDA (v3.0) and openArchitectnreWare (v4.0). Both projects already had a wide user base in 2006. Featurewise either could have been used for implementing the prototype. However, oAW of
fered an experienced and helpful community with short response times, comprehensive
documentation, tools and tutorials, which were invaluable especially in the early stages
' http://www.borland.com/de/pr()ducts/togcthcr
“hUp;//Judc.change-vision.coin/Judc-web
Miltp;//www.genlleware.com
^hUp://www. magicdraw.com
*’http://www.omondo.com
^http://www.fujaba.dc
^hUp://uml.sourccforgc.net
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of the prototype development. In addition, oAW is backed by companies that are using
it on a daily basis for professional software projects. Hence it was chosen as the code
generation framework for the prototypical implementation.

5.1.2.1

Overview

openArchitectureWare^ (oAW) is an Open Source tool set for defining and processing
models. It focuses on modularity in such a way that its components can be used in
other contexts and it is possible to integrate 3rd party tools.
The MDSD framework project originated from a commercial product of b+m Informatik AG called h+m Generator FrameWork. In 2003, the product was renamed and
published under the L.GPL Open Source licence. Currently, the project is in the pro
cess of becoming part of the Eclipse platform. The workflow engine will continue as a
standalone project while the generator components will be merged into the Model To
Text (M2T) lEclOSa] project. The current version is 4.1.2 (May 2007).
Software development with oAW starts with a UML model that can be created using
any UML modelling tool able to export models in the XMI/EMF format. The model
is usually extended with a UML profile offering extensions for a specific problem do
main. oAW imports the exported UML models and associated profiles, parses them
and creates an ECore model from them (see Section 5.1.2.2). The parsed model is then
handed over to the code generator. The generator is steered using custom templates
written in the Xpand Language - oAW’s own template language - that is able to gen
erate arbitrary textual output so that source code for any programming language can
be generated. The templates contain rules that are invoked whenever their condition
is met. The generator itself is stateless, which means that no dependencies to previ
ously generated code can be set up or used. The Model To Code (M2C) transformation
process is shown in Figure 5.1.
Tltp://www.opcnarchiteclureware.org
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Hgure 5.1: oAW-based MDSD Toolchain
5.1.2.2

Eclipse Modeling Framework

A strong Open Source movement developed around the Eclipse Platform [EclOSdJ
parallel to OMG’s work on the MOF 2.0 specification. When the Eclipse Integrated
Development Environment (IDE) was released, it contained a framework for metadata
modelling and management, which was developed by IBM and loosely based on MOF
1.4, called Eclipse Modeling Eramework (EMF) [EclOSb].
Since then, EMF has evolved into a separate Eclipse subproject, whose core is its
meta-metamodel called ECore. The ECore specification almost matches the MOF
core [Dav()4] {Essential MOE). Acknowledging the increasing interest in model-driven
software development, the Eclipse project now packages subprojects with relevance to
software modelling and EMF in the Eclipse Modeling Project fEclOSc]. This project
has already accumulated a collection of complementing frameworks and tools that
are all based on the Eclipse platform. OMG’s specifications and the Eclipse Modelling
Project are not at all disparate because MOF and ECore are both meta-metamodels that
can be used to describe each other. For example, the Eclipse UML2 Project [EclOSe],
which also belongs to the Eclipse Modelling Project, provides a full ECore-based im
plementation of the UML 2.1 metamodel. This allows the creation of ECore models
from UML models.
The Eclipse platform has broad support in both industry and Open Source community.
As a consequence, EMF import and export is supported by an increasing number of
UML modelling tools. This leads to increased interoperability between these tools
(e.g. for model exchange or shared editing).

5.1.2.3

Framework Features

It is possible to integrate static constraint checks into the transformation process us
ing the Check Validation Language, which closely resembles OCL. In addition, static
Java methods can be invoked depending on the contents of the imported model (e.g. a
required stereotype) using the Extend Language. The languages mentioned - Xpand,
Check and Extend - share a common syntax defined in the Expressions Eramework.
This eliminates the effort to learn separate languages for each component. The differ
ent oAW components are integrated and configured in an oAW Workflow. A sample
workflow is shown in Listing 5.1.

<?xial version-"I . 0 " encoding= "[/TF-8 "?> <workflow>
<bean class="oaw.uml2.Setup" standardUML2Setup="true"/>
<component class="oaw.emf.XmiReader">
<modelFile value="xmi-model.uml2"/>
<outputSlot value= "emf-model"/>
</component >
<component class= "oaw. xpand2. Generator" sk:ipOnErrors= "true">
<metaModel class="oaw.type.emf.EmfMetaModel">
<metaModelPackage value="org.eclipse.emf.ecore.EcorePackage"/>
</metaModel>
<metaModel class="oaw.uml2.UML2MetaModel"/>
<metaModel class="oaw.uml2.profile.ProfileMetaModel">
<prof ile value= "example .prof He. uml2 "/ >
</metaModel>
<expand value= "de::example::templates::Root::Root FOR emf-model"/>
<fileEncoding value="ISO-8859-15"/>
<outlet path=''src-gen/">
<postprocessor class="oaw.xpand2.output.JavaBeautifier"/>
</outlet>
</component>
</workflow>

Listing 5.1: oAW Workflow Example
The workflow represents a transformation of the UML model xmi-model. uml2
(line 5), which has been extended using the profile in example . prof ile . uml2
(line 13). Both UML model and profile must be available as exported XMI files. The
XmiReader parses the XMI file (lines 4 to 7). The Generator then loads the
EMF, UML and UML profile metamodels (lines 8 to 15). The transformation process
is started by invoking the Xpand template root (line 16). Once the transformation is
finished, the resulting source code layout is beautified (line 19). A sample Xpand
template is shown in Listing 5.2.
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I // The entry point for the generation
«:DEFINE Root FOR uml::Model»
3

«:EXPAND Root FOREACH (List [uml:: Package] ) ownedElements>
<CENDDEFINE»

5

// Creates all packages
7 «:DEFINE Root FOR uml: : Package»
«EXPAND Root FOREACH ownedType.typeSelect(umlInterface)
')

<sEXPAND Root FOREACH ownedType . typeSelect (umlClass) »
«EXPAND Root FOREACH nestedPackage»

II «ENDDEFINE»

13 // Creates all interfaces
<DEFINE Root FOR uml::Interface»
IS

«EXPAND org :: example :: templates :: Interf ace :: interf ace3>
«ENDDEFINE»

17

// Creates all classes
14 ^DEFINE Root FOR uml: :Class»
•cEXPAND org::example::templates::Class::class»
21 «ENDDEFINE»

Listing 5.2: Xpand Example

When the oAW’s code generator is eontigured to use the Xpand template in Listing 5.2
and a UML model, it invokes the rule in lines 2 to 4. These lines define what must be
done for eaeh UML Model that is passed to this rule. The rule states that for eaeh UML
Package found the rule Root for each UML Packoffe (lines 7 to 1 1) should be invoked.
This meehanism continues with nested UML elements (from packages over classes
to interfaces and so on) until the model is completely processed. A UML element is
discarded if no rule applies to it, and the generator continues with the next element.
Like methods in 3GLs, rules can share their name (here: Root in lines 2, 7, 14 and
19) and only differ in their parameter lists.
As stated above, oAW is merely a MDSD framework. Thus, it does not contain Xpand
templates for any target programming language or platform. In 2006, the Fornax Platfornd (FNX) was set up to provide a platform for the joint development of so called
cartridges for openArchitectureWare. So far cartridges for Enterprise Java Beans
(EJB) 2, EJB 3, Hibernate and Spring have either been released or are under discus
sion. The cartridges contain UML profiles and templates that can be used by UML
modelling tools and oAW workflows, and support application development in the par
ticular platform. In addition, Fornax provides a JavaBasic cartridge that is used by the
previously mentioned cartridges and enables code generation of standard Java code
^hUp://www.fornax-plat form.org
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from UML elements. This greatly simplifies the task of ereating domain-speeific code
generator templates because only templates for processing stereotyped UML elements
have to be developed and integrated with this JavaBasic cartridge.
A major drawback of M2C frameworks is that they complicate iterative software de
velopment. Once code has been generated and manually modified, changes in the
associated models that require regeneration of source code are often impossible or at
least error-prone. oAW allows the definition of Protected Regions in Xpand templates
(using the keyword PROTECT), which are lepresented by structured comments in the
generated source code. These regions are preserved in repeated generator runs and
can be used to add manual modifications (e.g. the business logic). Of course, this
mechanism only supports minor changes in the models. Major renaming or restructur
ing work breaks this feature. An example of using this feature in a template for Java
source code is shown in Listing 5.3.

I -^PROTECT CSTART "/*" CEND "*/" ID ElementsUniqueID»
// Put the to be preserved business logic here
} «ENDPROTECT»

Listing 5.3: Protected Region in Xpand Template

The structured comment follows Java syntax (starts with ”/*” ^nd ends with ”*/”).
This rule leads to the generation of Java code as in Listing 5.4.

1 public class MyClass {
/*PROTECTED REGION ID(MyClass) ENABLED START*/
^

// Put the to be preserved business logic here
/*PROTECTED REGION END*/

^ }
Listing 5.4: Protected Region in Generated Java Source Code

Protected regions are enabled by default using the keyword ENABLED (line 2). By re
moving this keyword, the region previously preserved will be overwritten. This mech
anism can be enabled and disabled globally in the oAW workflow. The Xpand manual
recommends that protected regions should not be used ( ”It\s had practice to mix gen
erated and non-generated code in one artifact”, Xpand Language Reference [Ecl07],
page 17). Instead, the target language’s extension features (e.g., inheritance, inclusion,
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references) should be used wherever possible.
It might become necessary to enable the application developer who executed the oAW
workflow to implement additional functionality for the software to work. This can
be achieved by using the Recipe Framework. Recipe allows a workflow creator to
define checks that the generated source code must pass, once the application developer
completes the required manual implementation work. For example, these checks might
probe for the existence of certain classes and/or methods that must be implemented.
Of course these checks will fail if executed directly after the code generation. But by
checking the report the application developer knows what must be implemented.
Further details on oAW and its discussed features, as well as examples, are available
at its documentation site [Ecl08f].

5.2

Tool Integration

This section describes the integration of the model-based instrumentation approach
presented in Chapter 4 with the UML modelling tool and the MDSD framework MagicDraw and openArchitectureWare - chosen after the evaluation in Section 5.1.

5.2.1

Overview

Figure 5.1 on page 61 presented a generic oAW-based MDSD toolchain. Based on this
layout, an instrumentation toolchain is defined for the implementation of the prototype.
As displayed in Figure 5.2, two components must be implemented for the prototype,
namely the UML Instrumentation Profile that is used within the UML modelling tool
and the Instrumentation Extension for the oAW code generator. These components and
their integration into the toolchain are described in this section.
The UML Instrumentation Profile must be made available to the software architects
so that they are able to annotate the entities in their UML application models with
instrumentation stereotypes (as defined in the abstract instrumentation process in Sec
tion 4.5). The profile supports logging and measuring (described in Section 4.3). The
exported instrumented UML application models are integrated into oAW workflow.
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Figure 5.2: oAW-based MDSD Instrumentation Toolchain

Once the workflow is executed, the Instrumentation Extension is invoked for each
parsed model element. The extension relies on the Fornax JavaBasic templates to
generate pure Java souree eode. Whenever a parsed UML element is annotated with
an instrumentation stereotype, the instrumentation templates are invoked instead of
the JavaBasic templates. Depending on the stereotype and its instrumentation type at
tribute (see Section 4.3.3), either the logging or measuring code generator are required
to generate the required instrumentation code. This M2C transformation process is
controlled by an oAW workflow file and will be discussed in detail in Sections 5.2.2
and 5.2.3. The instrumentation process will be described in detail in Section 5.3 (in
cluding a sequence diagram in Figure 5.7) after all the components involved have been
described.

Figure 5.3: oAW Code Generator Instrumentation Extension

The internal architecture of the oAW extension is displayed in Figure 5.3. This figure
details the instrumentation extension eomponent introduced in Figure 5.2. The pro
totypical implementation maps the instrumentation patterns introduced in Section 4.2
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to the log4) (for logging) and ARM 4.0 (for measuring) APIs. The instrumentation
templates developed for oAW extend the existing Fornax templates and invoke Javabased logging and measuring code generators. For Events, logging statements are
placed at the beginning of generated methods stubs; for Actions, two measurement
statements (start and stop) are placed at beginning and end. A schematic of the code
insertion positions is displayed in Figure 5.4.
void main 0
(Method Prototype)
_ /* Comment */

{

start_action{);

(Opening Brace)

log event();

method_impl();

/* Comment */

(Method Body)

1

Comment */
stop action();

}
(Closing Brace)

Figure

1

/* Comment */

5.4; Instninientation Code Insertion Positions

There is no requirement in our approach to strictly follow the MDSD approach in de
veloping each application component. Modelling and instrumentation can also take
place in the beginning only, followed by more traditional source code-based develop
ment afterwards. However, the approach presented can be integrated seamlessly into
a MDSD process. Although the subsequently described extension is oAW-specific, its
functionality can also be adapted to other MDSD frameworks as the majority of the
instrumentation code generator has been kept separated from oAW. The MIDA identi
fier appearing in subsequent documentation and listings is merely an abbreviation of
Model-based Instrumentation of Distributed Applieations.

5.2.2

oAW Instrumentation Workflow

An oAW workflow (see 5.1.2.3) created for the prototype instructs the code generator
to invoke the Fornax JavaBasic templates for the elements found in the XMI model
(see Listing 5.5, line 48). Before this can be done, the XMI reader component imports
the UML model stored in an XMI file (lines 17-20).
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Before code is generated, the output directory usually is cleared to remove potential
code relics from a previous workflow execution (lines 22-24). As described in Sec
tion 5.1.2.3, oAW also supports the definition of protected regions in generated code,
preserving manual changes during repeated code generation. In this case, the output
directory obviously must not be cleared.
oAW also supports model sanity checks after XMI parsing and prior to code genera
tion. This allows the checking of the source model for missing or incorrect properties
of UML elements or stereotypes, which would otherwise trip up the code generator
(lines 26-33). The checks must be written manually and included into the check con
figuration. This workflow features checks for instrumentation and default UML prop
erties (lines 29-30).
The instrumentation templates are plugged into the generation process using oAW’s
aspect mechanism (called Advice, lines 36-38). Whenever the generator detects a UML
entity that is supported by and has been extended with an instrumentation stereotype,
the appropriate rule in the instrumentation templates is called instead of the default
Fornax JavaBasic rule. In oAW-based MDSD projects, only the instrumentation advice
needs to be added to the existing oAW workfiow to integrate code generation into
instrumented UML models. Even the JavaBasic templates can be replaced by updated
(and more detailed) versions as long as the rules featured by the advice still exist in the
new release.
The oAW instrumentation templates are not specific to an instrumentation API. The
dependency is created only in the boilercode templates (see Figure 5.3) that prepare
the information extracted from the UML models for integration with textual code tem
plates. This approach allows modification of the instrumentation code to be generated
without modifying the oAW-specific templates nor the Java-based code generators,
which is helpful for developers who know the instrumentation APIs in a 3GL lan
guage but are not familiar with the oAW-specific template language introduced in Sec
tion 5.1.2.3. This mechanism allows the addition or replacement of the instrumentation
APIs used for the prototype with other APIs if necessary.
The workfiow also supports variables (marked by ${}), which can be configured in an
optional workfiow properties file (line 3).
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I <?xinl version= "1.0 " encoding= "f/TF-8 "?>
<workflow>
^

<property file=/midagen.properties"/>
<bean class="oaw.uml2.Setup" standardUML2Setup= "true"/>

s
<\--Metamodel definitions needed for the components-->

7
9

II
17
1“'
17
ly

<bean id="mm_uml2" class="oaw.uml2.UML2MetaModel"/>
<bean id="mm_ecore" class="oaw.type.emf.EmfMetaModel">
<metaModelPackage value="org.eclipse.emf.ecore.EcorePackage"/>
</bean>
<bean idi= "mm_instrumentation_profile"
class= "oaw. uml2. prof He. Prof HeMetaModel ">
<profile value= "instrumentation.prof He. uml "/>
<errorIfStereotypeMissing value="${mida.profile.missing.error}"/>
</bean>
<component cla33="oaw.emf.XmiReader">
<modelFile value="uml2-application-model.uml"/>
<outputSlot value= "model "/>
</component>

!l

<component id="dirCleaner" class="oaw.workflow.common.DirectoryCleaner">
<directories value= "src-gen/"/>
</component>
>5
!7
'.9

II
u
1“'
17

<component clasa="oaw.check.CheckComponent">
<metaModel idRef = "mm_uml2 "/>
<metaModel idRef="mm_instrumentation_profile"/>
<checkFile value= " instrumentation, chk" / >
<checkFile value="uml2.chk"/>
<abortOnError value= "true"/>
<expression value="model.eAllContents.union({model})"/>
</component>
<!-- use instrumentation advice template -->
<component adviceTarget="generator" class="oaw.xpand2.GeneratorAdvice">
<advices value= "$ {mida . advices. template}"/>
</component>

ly
<component id="generator" class="oaw.xpand2.Generator" skipOnErrors="true">
II
17
15
17
ly
i|

<metaModel idRef = "mm_ecore"/>
<metaModel idRef="mm_uml2"/>
<metaModel idRef = "mm_instrumentation__prof He" / >
<fileEncoding value="ISO-8859-15"/>
<globalVarDef name= "type_header_text" value= "${type. header. text}"/>
<globalVarDef name="type_footer_text" value="${type.footer.text}"/>
<outlet path= "src-gen/" overwrite= "false"/>
<expand value="${fornax.root.template} FOR model"/>
<beautifier class="org.hybridlabs.source.formatter.Java Import Beautifier"
organizeImports="true "
f ormat= "true "
/>

17

</component >
</workflow>

Listing 5.5: oAW Instrumentation Workflow
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5.2.3

oAW Instrumentation Templates

The oAW instrumentation templates created for the prototype extend the Fornax JavaBasic code generation templates as depicted in Figure 5.3. The Fornax templates
were analysed to identify the rules that must be intercepted to allow code insertion at
the positions shown in Figure 5.4.
The instrumentation templates are invoked whenever the code generator detects a UML
operation extended with an instrumentation stereotype (see definition of instrumenta
tion profile in Section 4.3). The following advice (in Listings 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8) are
invoked for all UML elements that fit the corresponding JavaBasie rules. Together, the
advice result in instrumentation statements as depicted in Figure 5.4 on page 67.
The first advice (Listing 5.6) is an after advice, which means that the JavaBasie rule
(the target definition) underlying this advice is invoked first (line 10). Here, the JavaBasic rule generates the operation prototype including the opening brace. Afterwards,
the rules for generating Act ion (measurement start, lines 17-19) and/or Event (lines
20-22) statements are invoked, depending on the instrumentation stereotypc(s) applied
to the UML element currently being processed. The generated statements are enclosed
by opening and closing comments (lines 12-15 and 24-28). It is possible to apply mul
tiple stereotypes to a UML element so that measurement and logging statements can
be generated into UML operations.

/ ** *

2

4
f>

*
*
*
*
*

Instrumentation statements for the start of stereotyped UML operations
Stereotype(s): Action, Event
Insertion: Operation body
AFTER advice for: operationBodyStart FOR uml::Operation
Template: org. fornax. cartridges. uml2. j avabasic. templates. Operation

*/
s «:AROUND org::fornax::...::Operation::operationBodyStart FOR uml::Operation»
<sREM» Invoke default JavaBasie rule «:ENDREM»
If)
«targetDef . proceed 0 »
12

14

«IF getAppliedStereotype ( "Instrumentation; .-Action") != null
getAppliedStereotype { "Instrumentation; .-Event") != null»
<rEXPAND Pattern:: commentBegin»
«:ENDIF»

I Cl
IX
20

«:IF getAppliedStereotype ( "Instrumentation.-.-Action") != null»
-^EXPAND Pattern: :entryStatements FOR (Instrumentation: :Action) this»
«:ENDIF»
«:IF getAppliedStereotype ( "Instrumentation.-.-Event") != null»
«:EXPAND Pattern::statements FOR (Instrumentation::Event)this»
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«ENDIF»
«IF getAppliedStereotype ( "Instrumentation; .-Action")
getAppliedStereotype { "Instrumentation .-Event ")

!= null
!= null»

<cEXPAND PatternconimentEnd»
-cEXPAND Pattern:: commentImpl»
<ENDIF»
<ENDAROUND»

Listing 5.6: Advice for Operation Body Start Rule

The second advice (Listing 5.7) is a before advice that is only required for Action
stereotypes. First, the Action statement is generated (measurement stop, lines 9-13);
then the target definition is invoked (line 16). Here, the JavaBasic rule subsequently
called only finishes the operation body definition by adding a closing brace. Once
again, the generated Action statement is enclosed by opening and closing comments
(lines 10 and 12).

1

/**

* Instrumentation statements for the end of stereotyped UML operations
^

* Stereotype(s): Action

s

* Insertion: Operation body
* BEFORE advice for: operationBody FOR uml::Operation
* Template .- org. fornax. cartridges. uml2. javabasic. templates. Operation

7

*/
«AROUND org::fornax::...::Operation::operationBody FOR uml::Operations«:IF getAppliedStereotype ( "Instrumentation .-.-Action")

!= null»

«:EXPAND Pattern:: commentBeginsII

«:EXPAND Pattern::exitStatements FOR (Instrumentation::Action)this;

I?

«EXPAND Pattern::commentEnd»
«ENDIF»

15

«REM» Continue with default JavaBasic rule «;ENDREM»
<targetDef.proceed()»

17 «:ENDAROUND»

Listings.?: Advice for Operation Body End Rule

The third and last advice (Listing 5.8) is implementation-specific: Typically, logging
facilities like log4j do not require extensive configuration so the statement generated
for an instrumentation pattern can contain all the required configuration. The ARM
API, however, offers more sophisticated features and requires more (possibly timeconsuming) configuration. If the statements required for the configuration of the ARM
facilities are generated next to an actual instrumentation statement which is placed at a
critical point in the workflow, the instrumented application is slowed down. To prevent
this unwanted and negative side-effect, an additional stereotype called Init can be
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applied to a class in a UML diagram. Then, static ARM initialisation code is generated
into the class body (line 1 1) so that the ARM facilities are set up when the class is
loaded for the first time instead of being set up just before the measurement. The use of
this stereotype is optional. If it is not used, the ARM facilities are initialised implicitly
just before the first measurement is started. The stereotype should only be applied
to one class per application; multiple usage is ignored. It only has one tagged value
called appl icat ionName, which is used as root identifier of all measurements in
an application.

I

/* *

* Measurement initialisation code for stereotyped UML classes
1

* Stereotype(s): Init

5

* BEFORE advice for: attribute FOR uml::Classifier

7

*/

* Insertion: Static initialiser and class body
* Template: org.fornax.cartridges.uml2.javabasic.templates.Attribute
«:AROUND org::fornaxAttribute::attribute FOR uml:;Classifier»
')

«:EXPAND Pattern :: commentBegin»
«:IF getAppliedStereotype("Instrumentation;;Init")

II

!= null»

<rEXPAND Pattern::configuration FOR (Instrumentation;:Init)this»
«;ENDIF»

17

«EXPAND Pattern :: commentEnd»

ii

<s:REM^ Continue with default JavaBasic rule «ENDREM»
«targetDef.proceed{)»

17 «ENDAROUND»

Listing 5.8: Advice for Class Body Rule

The advice templates do not generate the instrumentation statements directly but in
stead refer stereotyped UML elements (here: classes or operations) to pattern tem
plates. The pattern templates extract the tagged values from these elements and hand
them over to the logging and measuring code generators, which are oAW extensions
written in Java (see Figure 5.3 on page 66 illustrating the architecture of the instrumen
tation extension). They incorporate the values into the generated instrumentation code
statements. Listings 5.9 and 5.10 show the rules that invoke the Java extensions using
tagged values as parameters.
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1

/* *

* stereotype "Action"
1

* An Action can be represented by logging and measuring statements
*/

5 «:DEFINE entryStatements FOR Instrumentation; ;Action3>
«IF instrumentationType.literal.matches("Logging")»
7
«getLogStatements (name, severity. literal, id, message + " (ENTRY) ")
«:ELSEIF instrumentationType.literal.matches("Measurement")»
y
«:getMeasurementStart(id, message, correlationToken, roles)»
«ENDIF»
II «:ENDDEFINE»

13 <gDEFINE exitStatements FOR Instrumentation: :Action»
«IF instrumentationType.literal.matches{"Logging")»
13
«getLogStatements (name, severity. literal, id, message + "(EXIT)")»
«:ELSEIF instrumentationType. literal .matches ( "Measurement ") s>
17
«getMeasurementStop (id, roles) »
«ENDIF»
ly «ENDDEFINE»

Listing 5.9: Action Pattern Rule

1

/ -k -k

* stereotype "Event"
3

* An Event can only be represented by logging statements
*/

3 «:DEFINE statements FOR Instrumentation::Event»
«:getLogStatements(name, name(severity), id, message)»
7 «ENDDEFINE»

Listing 5.10: Event Pattern Rule

The next two Sections 5.2.5 an(d 5.2.4 introduce the Java-based code generators - the
back-ends - that generate instrumentation statements for logging and measuring pur
poses (see Figure 5.3 on page 66). Apache’s Velocity Template Engiiie^'^ was used in
the prototypical implementation to avoid defining the layout of the generated instru
mentation statements in Java code. The templates contain boilercode instrumentation
statements featuring a set of variables that are filled at runtime depending on the tagged
values of each instrumentation point. As depicted in Figure 5.4 on page 67, all gener
ated code is embedded in pairs of opening and closing comments.
The implementation of both code generators is independent of the instrumentation
APIs (here: ARM 4.0 and log4j). It is sufficient to modify the velocity templates to
generate code for different APIs. The code generators do not insert the generated code
into the source files directly. Instead, the oAW code generator expects them to return
’hUp://vclocity.apachc.org/cnginc/rclease.s/velocily- 1.5
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strings containing the instrumentation statements for insertion into the source code
stubs.

5.2.4

Logging Code Generator
LogGenerator
+getLogStatements(String severity, String id, String message) : String

Figure 5.5: Logging Code Generator Class

The logging code generator is used to generate basic logging statements. Depending
on the instrumentation pattern, either one statement is generated at the beginning of a
method (e.g. Event pattern), or two statements at the beginning and end of a method
(e.g. Action pattern) are generated. This second use case has similarities to a mea
surement as described in the previous Section 5.2.5. However, as logging does not
support actual time measurements, the two logging statements generated only share a
common pretix so as to be recognisable as related log messages.
The logging code generator is less complex than the measuring code generator, because
logging facilities typically do not require initialisation. The class LogGenerator
features only one method:

getLogStatements (severity, id, message) returns a string con
taining a log4J logging statement. The severity parameter sets the log level
and the message is used as log message. If the instrumentation point is part
of an Action pattern the id parameter is used as prefix to the log message,
otherwise it is discarded. Listing 5.1 1 presents an example generated logging
statement. The generator also supports dynamic content in the log messages.
If the tagged value message contains an identifier enclosed in $-signs (e.g.

$numl$), the log message will not contain the word numi but the string repre
sentation of the numl variable’s value at runtime. Thus, this feature should only
be used for variables that can be represented sensibly by a Java string (the log
message).
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I if

(Logger.getLogger(this.getClass0).isDebugEnabled0)

{

Logger.getLogger(this.getClass0).debug("This is important’")
'

}

Listing 5.11: Logging Code Example

5.2.5

Measuring Code Generator
MeasureGenerator

+getMeasurementlnit(String appName): String
+getMeasurementStart(String id, String message, String corrToken, Collection<String> roles): String
+getMeasurementStop(String id, Collection<String> roles): String

Figure 5.6: Measuring Code Generator Class

The measuring eode generator is used to generate the capability to measure method
execution times - basically start and stop statements at the beginning and end of a
method body - into the Java code generated using the Fornax JavaBasic templates.
The logic required to execute ARM measurements is contained in a wrapper class
(called ArmWrapper) to avoid generating bloated code that impair the readability
of the instrumented source code tiles. For this prototype, the wrapper class must be
added manually to the classpath of an instrumented application before it is executed.
For ease of use, it is also packaged with the instrumentation templates. As described
in Section 4.3.3, each instance of the Action pattern applied to a UML operation is
implemented by a measurement represented by related start and stop statements.
The measuring code generator class (called MeasureGenerator) offers three meth
ods that are invoked at each instrumentation point during the generation process:

• getMeasurementInit (appName) returns a string containing a static ini
tialiser that explicitly configures the ARM facilities (see Section 5.2.3) when the
class containing this initialiser is loaded. The tagged value applicationName of the Init stereotype is used as appName parameter for naming the
ARM application created for the measurements. Listing 5.12 shows an example
generated initialisation code.
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I static {
ArmWrapper.init("Client Measurement");
^

}

Listing 5.12: Measurement Initialisation Code Example

getMeasurementStart(id, message, corrToken, roles) de
livers a string containing instrumentation code for starting an ARM measure
ment. The parameters are the Action stereotypes’ tagged values. The values
of id and message are incorporated into the instrumentation code as ARM
transaction identifier and transaction name. Listing 5.13 presents an example
of the code generated to start a measurement. The values of corrToken and

roles do not rcemerge in the generated code; they merely influence the gen
erated code. For example, if corrToken is set, the generated code uses this
as a parameter (corr parameter in line 2). Otherwise, this parameter is set to

null (not used). If correlator usage is generated into the instrumentation state
ment, the developer implementing the application logic must provide the identi
cal named byte array containing a valid correlator. According to the ARM 4.0
standard, ARM implementations must support correlator export/import to/from
byte arrays to remove the dependency from application source code to the ARM
API (resp. the AnnCorre/ator interface).
Lacking knowledge of the application’s underlying communication infrastruc
ture, the code generator cannot decide where to search for the parent correlator
to be imported, especially if it originates from a different visibility scope (e.g. a
different host, see Section 2.2.3.2). Thus, the application developer must retrieve
the correlator and provide it to the generated instrumentation code in the variable
(see the corr variable in Listing 5.13, line 2).
The generated measurement starting code also exports a new correlator (see the

midaArmCorr variable in line 1) that can be propagated by the application
developer to other scopes (e.g. methods, hosts) that execute measurements de
pendant on this measurement.
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I byte[] midaArmCorr = ArmWrapper.getinstance() .startTransaction(
"Method A",
^

)

"Critical Measurements", corr

;

Listing 5.13: Measurement wStart Code Example

• getMeasurementStop (id, roles) returns a string containing code for
stopping an ARM measurement. The id parameter is required for identify
ing and stopping the correct previously started measurement (internally, the
ArmWrapper class stores ARM transactions separately for each thread to pre
vent mix-ups of identically named transactions). Once again, the roles pa
rameter is used to determine if additional specific code must be generated (an
example for advanced code generation is presented in Chapter 6). Listing 5.14
shows example generated code to stop a measurement.

I ArmWrapper.getinstance().stopTransaction{"Method A");

Ivisting 5.14: Measurement Stop Code Example

5.3

Concrete Instrumentation Process

Section 4.5 described the four steps of the instrumentation process abstractly. This
section describes the concrete instrumentation and code generation process (displayed
in Figure 5.7) for the prototype developed for this thesis:

1. Analysis: The analysis of UML application models as described in Section 4.5 is
tool-independent. Thus, the description of this step does not need to be refined
here.
2. Instrumentation: Before UML models can be instrumented using the UML in
strumentation profile, the profile metamodel (an XMl file) must be imported
into MagicDraw. Then, the instrumentation stereotypes should be listed with
the built-in stereotypes provided by the UML tool and can be attached to UML
classes and operations. The tagged values have to be set for each applied pattern.
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Figure 5.7: Instrumentation and Code Generation Process

3. Export/Import: The instrumented UML application models are exported from
MagicDraw. oAW must be directed to load and parse the instrumented models
and the metamodel of the instrumentation profile, so that it is able to process
instrumented UML elements. This is controlled by the oAW workflow. If the
project is based on oAW, the oAW instrumentation extension must be integrated
with the existing workHow, and the instrumentation templates and code genera
tor extensions (packaged in a Java JAR file) must be added to the existing project
resources and the classpath. If the project does not use MDSD or oAW, the workflow presented in Listing 5.5 on page 69 can be adapted to the targeted develop
ment environment. The targeted development environment should preferably be
Eclipse-based.
4. Code Generation: The oAW code generator uses the Fornax and instrumentation
templates to generate code from parsed UML application models. Upon workflow execution, the code generator processes the Fornax JavaBasic templates
and generates pure Java source code files (as described in Section 5.1.2.3). The
custom instrumentation templates are required for instrumentation code genera
tion (see Section 5.2.3). When instrumentation advice are present, the logging
and measuring advice are invoked prior to the rules for generating Java classes
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and operations. Depending on the stereotypes and tagged values of parsed in
strumented UML elements, either the logging or the measuring generators are
invoked. The instrumentation templates extract the instrumentation information
and hand them over to the Java-based generators as parameters that are used
to generate textual instrumentation statements using velocity. The textual state
ments are inserted into the source code files created by the oAW code generator.
After the code generation process is completed, the output directory contains for
matted instrumented Java stub code which can be filled with application logic.

5.4

Observations

The evaluation of UML tools (preferably with built-in MDA support) was very timeconsuming.

While the MDSD tools AndroMDA and openArchitectureWare both

turned out to be very mature and suitable for the prototypical implementation, find
ing the UML modelling tool was a difficult task. Initially, EclipseUML appeared very
promising, as it offered Eclipse-based built-in UML profile and code generation sup
port. However, the profile support was unfinished and unstable. Combined with an
outdated roadmap and lacking vendor support, this led to an abortion of this approach.
Interoperability between UML-processing tools, which had not been a concern with
EclipseUML, now became very important. It became clear that export and import of
UML application models (e.g. for sharing) have not matured enough to be reliable for
any model during the second phase of the UML modelling tool evaluation. Even if
tools support the same UML/XMI standard, interoperability cannot be guaranteed (has
been tested with Fujaba, EclipseUML and MagicDraw).
MagicDraw and openArchitectureWare, however, proved to be a reliable combination
that, in addition, is used quite often by oAW users. The models and profile files ex
ported by MagicDraw could be processed by oAW without problems. Thanks to the
comprehensive documentation [EclOSf], supportive forum users and well-documented
Fornax cartridges the development of the oAW-specific components for the prototype
could be completed without major interruptions. Most of the time working with oAW
was spent on learning how to use its specific template framework. This led to the de79

cision to decouple the actual instrumentation API-specific code generation templates
from oAW, which was achieved by using Apache velocity, to allow modifications to
the generated instrumentation code without having to learn the oAW templating lan
guages.
The prototype uses instrumentation APIs - namely log4j and ARM 4.0 - supported
by all current management systems for generating source code implementing common
instrumentation patterns. Other APIs can be integrated as well by providing appropri
ate velocity templates (see Section 5.2.3). By containing the API-specific processing
in these templates, the prototype remains flexible and open for further customisation.
Adding new instrumentation patterns is a more complex task because the patterns i.e. their stereotypes and tagged values - influence the subsequent generation process
from the oAW templates on. Depending on the pattern requirements, modifications
throughout the instrumentation extension (cmp. Figure 5.3 on page 66) might becom.e
necessary.
Although the prototype is based on and integrated with openArchitectureWare, the
general approach can also be implemented with alternative MDSD code generation
frameworks (e.g. AndroMDA). Depending on the extension capabilities of the targeted
framework, it might be possible to reuse the oAW-independent Java code generators
and velocity templates.
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Chapter 6
Case Study: Web Services

6.1

Introduction

To demonstrate the applicability of the model-based instrumentation approach pre
sented in this thesis to MDSD projects, a simple Web services-based example appli
cation based on an instrumented UML model will be presented in this chapter. This
case study will also discuss the adaptations required for the prototype to be usable
in a middleware-centric environment in which actors communicate via a Web Service
(WS) [WoiOS] framework. The adaptations presented in this chapter are specific to
each framework but generic for applications using the framework.
Today, a growing number of Open Source and proprietary Web service frameworks
compete with each other, for example Apache Axis\ Apache CXF^, JBoss Web Ser
vices^, IONA Artix^ and IBM WebSphere Web Services^ to name a few. Being an es
sential building block of applications in a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), the
different Web services projects come up with unique selling points such as support for
multiple communication protocols, management capabilities, service repositories or
light integration with application servers. A common feature of current frameworks is
their support for the Java APIfor XML Web Services (JAX-WS) [JAX07] specification,
which allows frameworks to be swapped quickly with minor to no modifications of the
‘ hllp://ws.apache.()rg/axis2
^hUp://incubalor.apache.org/cxf
^hUp://labs.jboss.com/)bossws
'^htlp://www. iona.com/products/artix
^ http://www.ibm.eom/dcveloperworks/wcbsphere//ones/webservices

deployed services. Because of this level of abstraction provided by JAX-WS, it has
been chosen as the Web service API for adapting the instrumentation approach of this
thesis to Web services-bascd applications.

6.2

Web Services Instrumentation

This section discusses the problems and requirements of Web service instrumenta
tion based on the instrumentation patterns defined in Section 4.2. Local Event and
Action patterns do not pose a problem because they do not rely on distributed com
munication between multiple actors. Thus, this analysis will cover especially the in
strumentation of distributed applications involving multiple hosts (e.g. between client
and Web service).
All instrumented applications in which the instrumentation crosses visibility scope
boundaries (e.g. method, process or host visibility scope) face the same instrumen
tation challenge - the creation of relationships between instrumentation points - as a
basic interaction between a Web service client and a Web service: a client invokes a
service which processes the client’s request and returns the result to the client. Both
client and service can be instrumented (e.g. for logging and/or measuring their respec
tive processing times) using the Event and Action stereotypes (cmp. Section 4.3).
A possible result of the instrumentation process involving two Action patterns is
depicted in Figure 6.1.
Web Service

Web Service
Client

I

operationProxyO {

operationImpIO {

STARTO

STARTO

SOAP
STOPO

STOPQ

Figure 6.1: Web Service Interaction

On the client side, the implementation of the proxy operation responsible for invok
ing the service is encapsulated in matching generated start and stop statements which
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represent measurements. On the server side, the actual implementation operation of
the service is also encapsulated by a measurement. If compared to the instrumenta
tion pattern collection, this scenario represents a typical request/response interaction
which is perfectly covered by the complex Request/Response (or RPC) pattern
definition (cmp. Section 4.2.2). However, connecting Trigger patterns are required
to combine the two Action patterns with each other semantically. As stated in Sec
tion 4.3.4, Triggers cannot be represented in UML class diagrams. This case study
presents the modifications required to adapt the prototype’s code generator so that in
strumentation code relating instrumentation points with each other can be supported.
This feature is supported by the ARM API through its correlation mechanism (cmp.
Section 2.2.3.2). Although the RPC pattern cannot be applied during the instrumen
tation of UML application models, its practical relevance is very high as client/server
interactions are used very often. Thus, this scenario was chosen for this adaptation.
There is no need to consider the Event pattern here as event sources are independent
of each other and cannot be related to each other. Thus, they can be used in all UML
diagram types without problems and are not investigated in this case study.

6.3
6.3.1

Prototype Adaptation
Analysis and Design

JAX-WS provides facilities [Pul()7] [Pul()6] forexchanging message metadata between
Web service partners: Message Handlers and Message Contexts (sometimes also called
Weh Serviee Context). In short, message handlers are interceptors that can be plugged
into the JAX-WS runtime environment by configuration to do additional processing of
inbound and outbound messages. They allow modifications of SOAP messages such
as adding metadata (e.g. security credentials) to the SOAP message header. Messages
pass through all handlers, which are arranged in so-called Handler Chains, before
being dispatched to the application (for inbound messages) or to the transport (for
outbound messages). The message context allows data to be exchanged data between
application logic (e.g. the service implementation) and the message handlers. Both
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message handlers and contexts can be used to implement distributed measurements in
JAX-WS-based Web services.
Figure 6.2 illustrates how distributed ARM measurements can be implemented using
message handlers and contexts. The generated instrumentation code in the client im
plementation starts a measurement, puts a byte array containing the ARM correlator
(correlation token, CT) into the message context and invokes the targeted Web service.
A dedicated message handler intercepts the message, extracts the correlator (if one
exists) and adds it to the SOAP header of the outgoing message. Then, the JAX-WS
runtime dispatches the request. On the service side, the message handler extracts the
correlator from the SOAP header (if one exists), adds it to the message context and dis
patches the call to the invoked service implementation. The generated instrumentation
code in the service implementation extracts the correlator from the message context
and uses it as parent correlator for its measurement. The resulting ARM transaction
hierarchy results in a parent transaction on the client side and a nested transaction on
the service side.
Handler
Chain

Handler
Chain

Web Service
operationlmpIO {
►

STARTO

Action

Action
STOP()

CT WS Context

Figure 6.2: .lAX-WS Facilities in Web ^Service Interaction

Based on a Web service instrumentation using ARM and JAX-WS [Sch06] that we
developed previously, the prototype must be modified in order to correlate distributed
measurements. As a result of the modular design presented in Section 5.2, only the
velocity code generation templates containing the instrumentation API-specific code
need to be modified.
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6.3.2

Implementation

The adaptations required in the prototype are minor. Only the velocity templates need
to be modified to generate message context access after (on the client side) and prior to
(on the server side) starting measurements if the Action stereotype has been applied
to a UMLoperation and the tagged value role contains Client-Side Activity
and Server-Side Activity respectively.
The SOAP header of exchanged messages and the Web service message contexts are
only modified if a correlation token is transferred from the client to the service, al
though the message handler - being configured into the processing chain - intercepts
all messages. However, messages without instrumentation metadata are dispatched to
the next processing phase immediately.
To allow the actual propagation of ARM correlators from client to servers, the Arm-

Handler and ArmContext classes containing the implementation required for
JAX-WS facilities must be added to the classpath (packaged in a single jar). A con
figuration for using the handlers with JAX-WS runtimes is also provided. The mod
ifications to the velocity templates result in the instrumentation code as seen in the
examples in Listings 6.1 and 6.2.

I

byte[] midaArmCorr = ArmWrapper.getinstance{).startTransaction(
"MethodA", "Client", null

^

) ;

ArmContext armContext = new ArmContext(midaArmCorr);
s Map<String, Object> reqContext =
{(BindingProvider) port).getRequestContext();
7 reqContext.put(ArmContext.ARM40CONTEXT, armContext);

Listing 6.1: WS Measurement Start Code (Client) Example

MessageContext msgContext = wsContext.getMessageContext();
ArmContext armContext = (ArmContext) msgContext.get(ArmContext.ARM40CONTEXT)
7 ArmWrapper.getInstance().startTransaction(
"MethodAImpl", "Service", armContext.getCorrelator()
I

) ;

Listing 6.2: WS Measurement Start Code (Service) Example
The message context exchanged between the application implementations and the mes
sage handlers (called ArmContext) only contains the correlator, which is inserted
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into a SOAP header element by the message handler. An example of an actual SOAP
header element containing a correlator is shown in Listing 6.3. A commercial ARM
implementation was provided by tang-ITConsulting GnihH^^ forevaluation and testing
purposes. Thus, the correlator shown in the listing was generated by the tang-IT ARM
agent.

I <Arni4 0Header
xmlns="http://arm40.mida.vs.es.fh_wiesbaden.de/"

}

Arm40Correlator="ADR6AAAAAAAAAAABAAABFve+PlFmbHBBmHp4Kkl+wptqL63pu

\

7Ew7SH98ha7c076jGC5ag=="
^

/>

Listing 6.3: ARM SOAP Header Element

6.4

Web Service Example

The case study is based on the example that was introduced in Figure 4.7 on page 53.
The case study does not feature complex application logic as it is only intended to
demonstrate the usage of the modified code generation extensions. The Web service
offers the functionality of a simple calculator: add (), sub (), mult () and div ().
The parameters for each operation arc two numerical values (double values); the
result is also returned as a numerical value (double value).
After applying the Action stereotype on the mult () operations on both client and
service and adding the appropriate RPC pattern-related roles described in Section 6.3.2,
the generated instrumentation code implements and results in the intended measure
ment hierarchy at runtime: outer measurements on the client side and inner (or nested)
measurements on the service side.
No templates for generating JAX-WS-based Web service applications were available
in the oAW community when the prototype was developed (October 2007). Thus, the
code generated here is specific to the prototype environment. However, should a Web
service cartridge become available (e.g. via Fornax), an integration would be possible
and preferable.
Tttp://www. lang-it.com
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6.5

Observations

The case study demonstrated that the model-based instrumentation approach devel
oped in this thesis can be applied to applications requiring a specific communication
framework. Even if a pattern cannot be graphically represented by a specific UML
diagram type (e.g. the RPC pattern), it is possible to implement a pattern using the pro
totype thus allowing developers to use the instrumentation pattern if needed. However,
an adaptation process is required for each additional framework to be supported. The
amount of modifications required for adapting the code generator to JAX-WS-based
Web services, however, was low so that this result does not pose a grave disadvan
tage. A look at MDSD template projects hosted by Fornax shows that the adaptation
requirement is a general limitation of MDSD code generation: generic templates result
in generated source code that requires comprehensive manual additions (thus limiting
the benefit of code generation), and specific templates are limited in their applicability.
There is no generic yet flexible solution appropriate for a broad palette of instrumen
tation scenarios.
The case study also showed that the prototype supports the instrumentation of UML
application models without the need to learn the instrumentation APIs actually used
by the code generator. This result encourages increased usage of instrumentation tech
nologies in software development projects. The fact that the prototype is based on
either free or Open Source software also does not prevent a broader adaptation.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
This thesis investigated an approach to model-based instrumentation of distributed ap
plications with emphasis on performance. Following Pooley’s definition of Software
Performance Engineering (SPE) [PooOO], its goal was to develop methods and tools
to support software engineers - designers, developers and operators - involved in cre
ating applications from the design phase to application deployment and beyond in the
instrumentation process. It became clear early that one of the biggest challenges would
be to find a suitable standards-based approach for integrating the performance aspect
into the software lifecycle without disrupting the workflow of the software engineers.
In addition, the approach developed should provide practical value to software devel
opment projects, preferably relying on tools already in use.
The Model Driven Architecture (MDA) methodology, which has been the central idea
behind this thesis, can be implemented in many different ways, with focus on mod
elling and theoretical simulations or on offering relief and coding support for (repet
itive) development tasks. The MDA idea of platform-independent application design
has sparked several development models and Model Driven Software Development
(MDSD) has become popular in mainstream software development, partially driven by
industry success stories and rapidly maturing tools. Also, the omnipresent pressure
to reduce costs and development time is met by the promise of automating parts of
the actual coding process. Solving common software problems based on Open Source
code generation techniques (at no cost) which have been successfully applied by others
greatly limits the chance of failure.
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This thesis integrated the non-functional performance aspect into the software lifecycle
transparently so that software designers can continue to use their existing UML tools to
instrument applications. The instrumentation is integrated with the application design
so that it cannot be overlooked accidentally during the implementation phase. With the
defined common instrumentation patterns in mind, designers are able to identify inter
actions within the models that are possible candidates for instrumentation. A drawback
of the UML instrumentation profile based on these patterns is that it is a stand-alone
profile. However, existing profiles for integrating performance annotations with UML
models (e.g., the UML-SPT/MARTE) lacked essential features required for (real-time)
systems modelling. Should future standards provide these features, the instrumentation
profile developed here could be integrated with these new approaches.
To provide actual instrumentation support for software engineers, the approach of this
thesis aims at generating instrumentation code that delivers valuable analysis data at
runtime. Although existing approaches to Software Performance Engineering often
rely on performance modelling, it is not part of today’s typical software development
process so focussing on this aspect would have limited the practical applicability of
this approach too much. Furthermore, petri nets must be calibrated with real world
measurement data anyway before they can produce meaningful results. Thus, the the
sis concentrated on the production of this measurement data. Nevertheless, the per
formance engineering process developed in this thesis can complement performance
modelling by delivering the runtime measurement data required by the simulation.
The prototypical implementation of the process was evaluated in a case study that
checked the overall usability and adaptability of the prototype. The tests showed that
comprehensive code generation can be achieved for specific usage scenarios (here:
JAX-WS-based Web services) after only minor adaptations. This can have a great
impact on the productivity in a software project: one developer familiar with the en
vironment executes the adaptations required for integrating a new communications
framework, and all peers can use and profit from the generated instrumentation after
wards.
The performance engineering process is not limited to the components that have been
implemented by the prototype. It also features a monitoring component for the eval89

nation of runtime measurement data. This has already been tested extensively using
analysis tools by tang-IT Consulting GmbH. Future implementation extensions will
integrate the components for defining and validating performance constraints with the
current prototype. During the tests in a lab environment, the process and its prototypi
cal implementation have proven their applicability and worth even for the management
of distributed applications.
The research for this thesis started with a detailed analysis of UML class diagrams, as
they are the most common UML diagram type today. In addition, most MDSD projects
are based on class diagrams as well leading to a wealth of available documentation and
examples, which eased the initial development of the prototype. However, it became
clear that the instrumentation patterns cannot be graphically represented in class dia
grams completely. This started a research branch concentrating on integrating more
appropriate UML diagram types with this approach. The U.ML instrumentation profile
and the code generation templates currently support class diagrams only. Enhancing
the flexibility of the profile (and the code generator) by adding support for different
diagram types is an important next step following the work of this thesis.
Ideally software projects using the profile should be using an MDSD code generation
framework to at least kick off the implementation phase. If a software project re
lies on (partial) code generation, this instrumentation approach can be integrated with
this existing process almost seamlessly. The additional time required for annotating
UML models with instrumentation information is almost negligible if the benefit of
the resulting generated instrumentation code is considered. However, even if the to be
instrumented project does not rely on MDSD generators, an introduction of this ap
proach only for instrumentation should not come into conflict with other development
tools used in the project.
This thesis shows that custom model-based development, including code generation,
can be implemented with current MDSD tools even for non-functional properties of
applications. Although template-based code generation only offers limited flexibility,
projects such as the Fornax platform, which concentrates on developing and providing
extensions to widely used MDSD frameworks, help create a toolbox for model driven
software development which should contain something useful for almost any software
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development projeet. So far, the available extensions are mostly middleware-speeific.
Inereasing aceeptanee and usage of MDSD teehnologies in professional software de
velopment may spark the interest in extensions for generating non-funetional applieation properties like management and security which could be used in combination with
existing templates. This will effectively add an additional layer on top of the currently
available communication- and infrastructure-centric templates and will be the perfect
fit for this thesis.
As for Software Performance Engineering, this thesis presented a performance engi
neering process that partially implements Pooley’s SPE definition. Only the return of
performance data into the design models has not been covered here. However, the ap
proach dehned here is open to extensions (e.g. for performance constraints) so the SPE
definition could be fully implemented in the future.
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Appendix A
Publications
Two papers have been sueeessfully submitted in eonneetion with this thesis:

• The first publieation fSch07) has been published as an abstraet (pages A-2 to
A-5) and has been presented at a poster session (page A-6) at the GI Infonnatiktage 2007 in Bonn (Germany) held on March 30-31,2007.
• The second publieation [SSKOH] has been accepted lor publication as a full paper
(pages A-7 to A-20) and will be presented at the Sth IFIP International Confer
ence on Distributed Applications and Interoperable Systems (DAIS 2008) to be
held in Oslo (Norway) on June 4-6, 2008.
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